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WELCOME

Global Critical Pedagogies is the fifth international conference organised by the
Amsterdam Centre for Globalisation Studies (ACGS) in collaboration with the
International Institute for Asian Studies (IIAS).
The ACGS was established in 2012 as part of the Cultural Transformations and
Globalisation Research Priority Area. The Research Priority Areas represent the very
bet the University of Amsterdam has to offer in terms of research.
The ACGS focuses on the profound and lasting ways in which globalisation is
transforming our world. From new patterns of migration and diaspora, to new trends
in city and nation building, to new techno- informational networks of communication
and knowledge, the world is in rapid flux.
While the socio-economic dimensions of globalisation have been widely studied, far
less attention has been paid to its cultural dimensions. And yet, the need to identify
and understand how globalisation is effecting cultural change—spanning from Asia to
Europe, and from Africa to the Americas—is central to any effort to form a
comprehensive picture of our contemporary world. The ACGS responds directly to this
need and, in the process, provides a strong humanities perspective that is frequently
lacking in existing academic and public debates.
The researchers brought together by the ACGS have a longstanding tradition of
analysing discourses and representations of the nation state, European citizenship,
migrants, minorities, new media, and other related issues that are undergoing rapid
and dramatic change as a result of globalisation. Within the ACGS, they build on their
shared research momentum and knowledge to generate new ways of understanding
and explaining the relationship between globalisation and cultural transformation.
IIAS is a global humanities and social sciences research institute and knowledge
exchange platform that supports programmes which engage Asian and other
international partners. IIAS aims to contribute to a better and more integrated
understanding of present-day Asian realities as well as to rethink 'Asian Studies' in a
changing global context.
IIAS works to encourage dialogue and link expertise, involving scholars and other
experts from all around the world in its activities. IIAS thus acts as a global mediator,
bringing together academic and non-academic institutes in Asia and other parts of the
world, including cultural, societal and policy organisations.
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To take full advantage of the diversity of backgrounds and perspectives represented at
the conference, a variety of session formats, from more to less structured, are offered
throughout to provide ample opportunities for you to speak, listen, engage and
interact. We wish the best for this conference and hope it will provide you every
opportunity for dialogue with colleagues from around the corner and around the
world.
We are very happy to welcome you in Amsterdam!
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ORGANISING COMMITTEE

Aarti Kawlra, International Institute for Asian Studies, Leiden University.
Contact: aartikawlra1@gmail.com
Jeroen de Kloet, Department of Media Studies, Faculty of Humanities, University of
Amsterdam.
Contact: B.J.deKloet@uva.nl
Xiaolan Lin, International Institute for Asia Studies.
Contact: X.Lin@iias.nl
Esther Peeren, Department of Literary Studies and Linguistics, Faculty of Humanities,
University of Amsterdam.
Contact: E.Peeren@uva.nl
Leonie Schmidt, Department of Media Studies, Faculty of Humanities, University of
Amsterdam.
Contact: L.K.Schmidt@uva.nl
Jori Snels, Art Studies, Faculty of Humanities, University of Amsterdam.
Contact: J.Snels@uva.nl
See also:
www.acgs.uva.nl
www.iias.asia
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GLOBAL CRITICAL PEDAGOGIES

In a time of fake news, internet memes, and a global information overload, questions
of education and pedagogy have become all the more pressing. Globally, institutes of
higher education are under threat, facing budget cuts and an increasing demand for
directly and immediately applicable knowledge instead of open-ended critical
reflection. In the context of discussions about the Anthropocene and current
geopolitical changes – including the upsurge of populisms and nationalisms
worldwide, and the alleged rise of Asia – there is a renewed urgency to re/thinking
knowledge production and dissemination. How to re/think pedagogy in the midst of
all these developments? And what specific role can the social sciences and the
humanities play in this?
The fifth conference of the Amsterdam Centre for Globalisation Studies (ACGS)
focuses on critical global pedagogies. It does so along the lines of four interrelated
themes:
1. Pedagogies beyond the classroom
The secluded environment of the classroom is a privileged space. Increasingly, the
need to move beyond and outside the classroom is articulated. How can everyday
practices, such as craftsmanship and vernacular knowledge, be integrated into the
curriculum and how can the boundaries between the teacher and the student be
destabilised – as propagated, for example, by Rancière in his The Ignorant
Schoolmaster (1987)? We are particularly interested here in two domains that may
help to blur the boundary between theory and practice, and between the university
and the everyday: art and activism. Action research and artistic research have slowly
gained momentum in curricula across the world, but how do we transform these
research practices into critical pedagogies? And how do we forge creative synergy
between academic knowledge and artistic and activist practices?
2. Decolonizing knowledge and worlding pedagogies
The spectre of Europe continues to haunt knowledge production worldwide, with its
implicit claims of universalism. As Chen writes in his Asia as Method, “Universalist
arrogance serves only to keep new possibilities from emerging, since it allows only
one set of accepted analytic language to enter the dialogue and is itself a product of a
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specific set of historical experiences” (2010: 245). While postcolonial scholars like
Chakrabarty call for a provincialization of knowledge, Chen’s plea for inter-Asia
referencing suggests an even more radical turn away from ‘the West’ as the primary
interlocutor. Simultaneously, in the West, universities are proving very stubborn in
their refusal to allow different forms of knowledge from different locations to be
integrated in curricula. Indeed, most curricula continue to center on Western
knowledge and Western cultural forms, with "the rest" being relegated to at most a
case to prove Western theory. How can we decolonize our universities and
pedagogies, and how can we move towards more worlding pedagogies geared
towards resisting the danger of intellectual parochialism?
3. Contesting the neoliberal university
In the past years, we have witnessed different protests at universities across the
world, ranging from the Sanctuary movement at NYU to the Rethink movement at the
University of Amsterdam, and from the Umbrella protest movement in Hong Kong to
Fees Must Fall in South Africa. Both students and teachers are asking for structural
reforms in education and research. While universities increasingly focus on making
profit – through attracting more and more students, through real estate speculation,
or both – on increasing productivity, and on global rankings and H-indexes, the call for
a sustainable, workable, slower-paced, and less neoliberal alternative is getting louder
and louder (Berg and Seeber 2016). What strategies have been developed to work
towards this alternative, and how do these strategies explore different critical
pedagogies?
4. Pedagogies of failure
The global, and arguably neoliberal, mindset of higher education institutions has
excluded the possibility of failure through the constant validation and celebration of
notions of progress, development, innovation, excellence, and improvement. But is
more always really better? How can we rescue failure from its negative connotations?
How can we bring it back in and beyond the classroom as a valuable tool for thinking,
for knowledge production, and also for creative production as well as political
activism? According to the late Marc Karlin, politics is a learning process about how to
live with pessimism and how to work on yourself in relation to that pessimism. We
may think the same of failure. In the words of Jack Halberstam, “…failing, losing,
forgetting, unmaking, undoing, unbecoming, not knowing may in fact offer more
creative, more cooperative, more surprising ways of being in the world” (2011: 2).
How can we bring failure back into our pedagogies?
6

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
CONFERENCE VENUES
Registration, the opening address, and all keynote lectures take place in the University
Theatre. Panels take place both in the University Theatre and the Singel University
Library. See Program Panel Sessions for exact locations.
A: Singel University Library (UB): Singel 425, 1012 WP Amsterdam
B: University Theatre: Nieuwe Doelenstraat 16-18, 1012 CP Amsterdam

FOOD AND DRINKS
Tea and coffee will be served during breaks in the University Theatre foyer. On both
conference days lunch will be provided to all speakers from 12:30 till 14:00 at Café De
Jaren. The conference dinner for speakers will take place on Thursday at 19:00 at
Oriental City.
C: Café de Jaren: Nieuwe Doelenstraat 20, 1012 CP Amsterdam
D: Oriental City: Oudezijds Voorburgwal 177-179, 1012 EV Amsterdam
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Find the interactive map containing all locations here: http://bit.ly/2yrsIDt
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TRANSPORTATION
Address of University Theatre: Nieuwe Doelenstraat 16-18, 1012 CP Amsterdam
Address of Singel University Library (UB): Singel 425, 1012 WP Amsterdam
It is a 20-minute walk (1.5 km) from Amsterdam Central Station to both the University
Theatre and the Singel University Library.
You can also take the following trams (5 min, 2 stops):
•

Tram 4 toward Amstelstation

•

Trams 14 toward Flevopark

•

Tram 24 toward VU Medisch Centrum

Get off at stop Rokin and walk 4 minutes.
Or the following metro (2 min, 1 stop):
•

Metro 52 toward Station Zuid

Get off at metro station Rokin and walk 4 minutes.
It is a 6-minute walk (0,5 km) between the University Library and the Singel University
Library (UB).
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TAXIS
To get around Amsterdam by taxi, you can phone for a taxi or go to a taxi rank (an area
marked off on a street where taxis wait for their fares). Taxis often wait near larger
hotels in the city. There are also several iOS and Android apps for ordering taxis in
Amsterdam, such as TaxiCentrale Amsterdam (T: +31 (0) 20 7777777).

CYCLING
Amsterdam is a bicycle-friendly city. Central Station, Leidseplein and Dam Square are
major rental hubs. Day rates average € 10. Bikes are sturdy, and locks are included.
Equipment for children and other add-ons are also available. Most companies offer
guided tours as well as recommended route maps for trips in and outside of
Amsterdam. We recommend MacBike and Green Budget Bikes.
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TIMETABLE
DAY 1

THURSDAY 18 OCTOBER 2018

8:30-9:00

Registration & coffee and tea
University Theatre

9:00-09:30

Opening address: Jeroen de Kloet (University of Amsterdam) & Aarti
Kawlra (International Institute for Asian Studies)
University Theatre

9:30-10:30

Keynote lecture: Elísio Macamo (Zentrum für Afrikastudien Basel)
Chair: Aarti Kawlra
University Theatre

10:30-11:00

Coffee and tea
University Theatre

11:00-12:30

Panels 1-4
University Theatre & Singel University Library

12:30-14:00

Lunch
Café de Jaren

14:00-15:30

Panels 5-7
University Theatre & Singel University Library

15:30-16:00

Coffee and tea
University Theatre

16:00-17:00

Keynote lecture: Philippe Peycam (International Institute for Asian
Studies)
Chair: Françoise Vergès
University Theatre

19:00

Conference dinner
Restaurant Oriental City
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DAY 2

FRIDAY 19 OCTOBER 2018

9:00-9:30

Registration & coffee and tea
University Theatre

09:30-10:30

Keynote lecture: Maggie Berg (Queen’s University) & Barbara Seeber
(Brock University)
Chair: Esther Peeren
University Theatre

10:30-11:00

Coffee and tea
University Theatre

11:00-12:30

Panels 8-10
University Theatre & Singel University Library

12:30-14:00

Lunch
Café de Jaren

14:00-15:30

Panels 11-14
University Theatre & Singel University Library

15:30-16:00

Coffee and tea
University Theatre

16:00-17:00

Keynote lecture: Jack Halberstam (Columbia University)
Chair: Jeroen de Kloet
University Theatre
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PROGRAM PANEL SESSIO NS
THURSDAY 18 OCTOBER, 11:00-12:30
PANEL 1: PRACTICES BEYOND THE CLASSROOM
Location: University Theatre
Chair: Pedram Dibazar
Yu-Te Huang & Sik Ying Ho (University of Hong Kong). ‘(Un)Learning Research Methods
through a Participatory Storytelling Pedagogy: A Hong Kong Case’.
Manuela Esposito (independent researcher and school teacher). ‘Rethinking Pedagogy
Through Art, Love, and Place’.
Murray Pratt (University of Amsterdam) & Pedram Dibazar (Amsterdam University
College). ‘Expecting (and Facilitating) the Unexpected: Culture Lab and the European
Capital of Culture’.

PANEL 2: DECOLONIZIN G DISCIPLINES I
Location: Singel University Library (Belle van Zuylenzaal)
Chair: Carolyn Birdsall
Carolyn Birdsall & Joke Hermes (University of Amsterdam). ‘The (Dis)Appearing Body:
Postcolonial Media Studies as Educational Challenge’.
Maria Manuel Baptista (University of Aveiro). ‘Brazilian Cultural Studies: In Favor of a
Decolonial Epistemic, Pedagogical and Political Project’.
Arnab Dutta (University of Groningen). ‘When Was/Is Europe? Decolonising the
Teleology and Rethinking European Studies’.

PANEL 3: RADICAL PED AGOGIES
Location: Singel University Library (Potgieterzaal)
Chair: Jeroen de Kloet
Candace Skibba (Carnegie Mellon University). ‘Revolutionary Pedagogy: Changing
Learning, Understanding, Authority, and Hegemony through Teaching’.
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Suzanne Sicchia (University of Toronto). ‘Structural Change and Subversive Practice:
Returning to Freire’s Radical Critical Pedagogy’.
Michaela Quadraro (University of Naples “L’Orientale”). ‘Locating Difference: Towards
a Critical Pedagogy of the Contemporary World’.
Berit Brink (VU University Amsterdam). ‘Practicing Freedom: Creativity and Critical
Thinking in Higher Education).

PANEL 4: INTERSE CTIONAL PEDAGOGIES
Location: Singel University Library (Vondelzaal)
Chair: tbc
Robyn Ausmeier (Utrecht University). ‘Decolonising the Classroom Space: A Project of
Collective Re-Imagining’.
Monika Baár (Leiden University). ‘Creating and Transmitting Knowledge Outside the
Classroom: Documenting Disability Activism’.
Hannah M. Tavares (University of Hawaiʻi). ‘Pedagogies of Belonging: Blood, Schooling
and the Production of Citizens’.
Ricardo Quintana Vallejo (Purdue University). ‘LGBTQIA+ Peer Mentoring Program at
Purdue University: Notes on Queer Camaraderie’.

THURSDAY 18 OCTOBER, 14:00-15:30
PANEL 5: COMMUNITY E NGAGEMENT
Location: University Theatre
Chair: Jeroen de Kloet
Aarti Kawlra (Madras Institute of Development Studies). ‘“How We Teach the Poor
Pariah”: A Theosophical Experiment in Caste-based Pedagogies in Late Colonial South
India’.
Alessandro Buffa (University of Naples “L’Orientale”). ‘“They Call It Fort Apache, we
Call It Home”: Pedagogies Beyond the Classroom in The Bronx’.
Mohomodou Houssouba (University of Basel). ‘Engaging the Community Radio as a
Living Site of Knowledge Production’.
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Chayan Vaddhanaphuti & Malee Sitthikriengkrai (Chiang Mai University). ‘Karen
Livelihood Practices and its Pedagogy’.

PANEL 6: DECOLONIZIN G DISCIPLINES II
Location: Singel University Library (Belle van Zuylenzaal)
Chair: Thomas Poell
Payal Arora (Erasmus University Rotterdam). ‘Decolonizing Privacy Studies: Privacy
Literacy Frameworks in the Global South’.
Yolande Jansen (University of Amsterdam & VU University Amsterdam). ‘Decolonising
Disciplinary Academic Philosophy’.
Sara-Lot van Uum, Luuk Vulkers, Maribelle Bierens & Melle van Maanen (University of
Amsterdam). ‘Art History on Display’.

PANEL 7: HOW TO MOVE BEYOND THE NEOLIBERAL UNIVERSITY?
Location: Singel University Library (Potgieterzaal)
Chair: tbc
Meindert Flikkema (VU University Amsterdam). ‘Should Universities Contribute to a
Better World?’.
Halleh Ghorashi (VU University Amsterdam). ‘Engaged Scholarship in the Context of
Neo-Liberal Dominance’.
Hans Radder (VU University Amsterdam). ‘How to Move from Commodified to PublicInterest Science?’.
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FRIDAY 19 OCTOBER, 1 1:00-12:30

PANEL 8: ARTISTIC INTERVENTIONS
Location: University Theatre
Chair: Leonie Schmidt
Marike Hoekstra (Chester University & Amsterdam University of the Arts). ‘Artist
Teachers and Democratic Pedagogy’.
Christa-Maria Lerm Hayes (University of Amsterdam). ‘Artists' University Projects:
Legacies of Joseph Beuys' Free International University Today’.
Ana Cristina Mendes (University of Lisbon). ‘Epistemologies of the Periphery: Critical
Pedagogies and the Refugee “Crisis” in Cultural Studies – The Case of John Akomfrah’s
Vertigo Sea (2015)’
Strijd ∞ (University of Amsterdam). ‘Strijd ∞: A Visual Contribution to the
Contestation of the Neo-Liberal University’.

PANEL 9: THEORIZING ALTERNATIVES
Location: Singel University Library (Potgieterzaal)
Chair: Florian Schneider
Blandine Joret (University of Amsterdam). ‘Three Reports on Media Literacy: André
Bazin, Fernand Deligny, Serge Daney’.
Hans Demeyer (University College London). ‘Pedagogies of Moving Sideways’.
Silvana Carotenuto (University of Naples “L’Orientale”). ‘“Making Oeuvre”: The
Humanities of the Future’.
Thijs Witty (University of Amsterdam). ‘The Essay as Measure: Suspended Millennials
in the Metrical School’.
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PANEL 10: INCLUSIVE PEDAGOGIES
Location: Singel University Library (Vondelzaal)
Chair: Aarti Kawlra
Laura Triviño Cabrera (University of Malaga) & Asunción Bernárdez Rodal (University
Complutense de Madrid). ‘The Case of Ter: From Spanish YouTuber to Education
Influencer from the Critical-feminist Pedagogy’.
Tiffany Cone (Asian University for Women). ‘The Worlding of Words: Decolonizing
Knowledge at AUW’.
Dina Hadad (Kuwait International Law School). ‘Critical Pedagogies Moot Courts in the
Middle East’

FRIDAY 19 OCTOBER 14:00-15:30
PANEL 11: WORLDING PEDAGOGIES
Location: University Theatre
Chair: Yolande Jansen
Laura Triviño Cabrera & Carmen Vaquero Cañestro (University of Málaga). ‘Pedagogy of
Eutopia: From the Global Cave to the Glocal Gathering Places’.
Daniela Vicherat Mattar (Leiden University College). ‘Teaching Citizenship: Sanding in a
Changing World’.
Murrary Pratt (University of Amsterdam). ‘Contemporary Literature and the Global:
Optional Reading for the Citizens of Nowhere’.
Michael J. Shapiro (University of Hawai'i). ‘Urban Punctuations: Counter Rhythmic
Pedagogies in Disparate Life-Worlds’.

PANEL 12: PLAYFUL FA ILURES
Location: Singel University Library (Belle van Zuylenzaal)
Chair: Thomas Poell
Florian Schneider (Leiden University). ‘Gamic Learning in East Asian Studies: Hacking
our Fear of Failure in Neo-Liberal Higher Education’.
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Gary Levy (Deakin University). ‘Discovering the “Wrong”, Allowing the “Right”’.
Ahmet Atay (College of Wooster). ‘Failure as an Opportunity: Autoethnography of
Pedagogies of Failure’.

PANEL 13: AESTHETICS OF LEARNING
Location: Singel University Library (Potgieterzaal)
Chair: Esther Peeren
Jolanta Drzewiecka (Università della Svizzera italiana). ‘Returning to the Past: Memory
Projects as Pedagogical Tools’.
Marco de Waard (Amsterdam University College). ‘Staging, Doubling, Fraying: For a
Theatrocratic Pedagogy’.
Elisa de Souza Martinez (University of Brasilia & National Council for Scientific and
Technological Development). ‘The Critical Pedagogy of the Ethnographic Image’.
Amy Sojot (University of Hawai’i). ‘Sensations and the Thingness of Pedagogy’.

PANEL 14: IMPERFECT PEDAGOGIES
Location: Singel University Library (Vondelzaal)
Chair: Jeroen de Kloet
Ellen Rutten (University of Amsterdam). ‘Pedagogies of Imperfection’.
Annefleur Schep (independent theatre maker). ‘Unofficial Research: A Hands-On
Session’.
Sally Wyatt (Maastricht University). ‘Success and Failure: Applying the Principle of
Symmetry to Pedagogical Practice’.
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KEYNOTE S PEAKERS
ELÍSIO MACAMO, ‘SCHOLARS IN SPITE OF OURSELVES: AFRICAN STUDIES
IN A EUROPEAN WORLD’.
ABSTRACT
Knowledge production goes hand in hand with a surreptitious commitment to values.
Often, disagreements about the interpretation of facts document the extent to which
values stand at odds with what reason dictates. The lecture explores this conflict
through a discussion of how critical issues in the pursuit of knowledge on Africa fail to
have an impact because of the fragile nature of the normative foundations underlying
science. Some of these bear on historical responsibility, global justice and the pursuit
of universalism. The goal is to identify a normative ontology holding the edifice of
learning together and argue that any intellectual agenda engaging with critical
pedagogies must be grounded on this ontology.

BIO
Elísio Macamo is Professor of African Studies at the University of Basel where he is
both Director of the Centre for African Studies as well as Head of the Social Sciences
Department. He is a sociologist by training.

PHILIPPE PEYCAM, ‘CU LTURAL RENEWAL IN CA MBODIA: ACADEMIC
ACTIVISM IN THE NEOL IBERAL ERA’.
ABSTRACT
This presentation draws from my upcoming book project narrating my past
experience in establishing and running a rather utopian grass root postcolonial
academic – capacity building institution in post-war Cambodia called “Centre for
Khmer Studies” (1999-2009). I will focus on some of the structural (institutional)
restrictions I encountered which, as I found out, have their origins in the current
neoliberal confinement of academia, particularly in “the North”. I wish in particular to
19

point to the kind of social (ir-)responsibility existing in today's (area studies) social
sciences and humanities academia, as well as in the sectors of philanthropy and
international aid.

BIO
Philippe Peycam is the director of the International Institute of Asian Studies (IIAS),
Leiden, The Netherland. Peycam is a trained historian of Southeast Asia (Vietnam). For
10 years, he worked to establish a dual academic and capacity building institution in
post-war Cambodia, the Center for Khmer Studies (CKS). He is working on an essay
based on his Cambodian experience.
At IIAS, Peycam has engaged the institute in a reinforcement of its global-local
network-based activities and a deepening of its intellectual and societal impacts under
three clusters (Urban; Heritage; Global). With Dr. Aarti Kawlra, he supervises the
transnational pedagogical program “Humanities across Borders, Asia and Africa in the
World” (HaB), supported by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation (2017-2021). HaB
experiments new methods of intellectual engagement that favor a decentralized
approach grounded on local knowledge practices and their transregional exchanges,
with the aim of shaping an inclusive humanistic educational platform. Another of the
current IIAS initiatives is the facilitation of exchange platforms between intellectuals
from Africa and Asia, Latin America and Asia, and through the Indian Ocean crossroad.
One emblematic form these South-South exchanges take is major international
conferences such as those organized with the African Association for Asian Studies in
Accra, Ghana (2015) and Dar es Salaam, Tanzania (September 18-20, 2018).

MAGGIE BERG & BARBAR A SEEBER, ‘THE SLOW PROFESSOR REVISITED’
ABSTRACT
Current academic life can be characterized as a culture of speed. The Slow Professor
takes as its starting point the research on occupational stress and suggests that
adopting the principles of the Slow movement can alleviate stress as well as counter
the corporatization of higher education. Our presentation, “The Slow Professor
Revisited,” will recall the main arguments of our book and then reflect on how it was
received.
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BIO MAGGIE BERG
Maggie Berg is Professor of English at Queen’s University. Her teaching areas are
Victorian literature, and literary theory, particularly gender, sexuality, and animal
studies. She has published two books on the Brontë sisters: Jane Eyre: Portrait of a
Life, and Wuthering Heights: The Writing in the Margin, and is currently completing a
book, Animals and Animality in the Brontë Novels. She is co-author of The Slow
Professor: Challenging the Culture of Speed in the Academy. In addition to being threetime winner of the W.J. Barnes Award for Teaching Excellence, she was awarded the
Chancellor A. Charles Baillie Award for Teaching Excellence in 2005, and the University
Chair in Teaching and Learning in 2009.

BIO BARBARA SEEBER
Barbara K. Seeber is Professor of English at Brock University in St. Catharines, Canada.
Her primary areas of teaching and writing are Jane Austen, eighteenth-century fiction,
and Animal Studies. She is co-author of The Slow Professor: Challenging the Culture of
Speed in the Academy (2016), and author of two books on Austen: Jane Austen and
Animals (2013) and General Consent in Jane Austen: A Study of Dialogism (2010). She
has published essays on animals in the country house tradition, Austen on film,
Austen’s poetry, Frances Burney, and Mary Wollstonecraft. She received the Brock
University Faculty of Humanities Award for Excellence in Teaching in 2014.

JACK HALBERSTAM, ‘DISORDER AND BEWILDERMENT’
ABSTRACT
Today, I want to access the alluring topic of disorder by presenting some work from a
book in progress on wildness or “queerness after nature.” Wildness is a great category
with which to think, it references all at once the opposite of civilization; the idea of
unsorted relations to knowledge and being; nature after nature; queerness after and
before nature and life as an encounter with both the biopolitical forces of being and
the necropolitical forces of unbecoming. I will start by locating wildness as a disorderly
and disordering discursive frame and then move to the topic of decolonial
bewilderment. How can we use notions of disorder and bewilderment to teach against
common sense frames of knowing and dominant organizations of truth and order?
21

BIO
Jack Halberstam is Professor of Gender Studies and English at Columbia University.
Halberstam is the author of six books including: Skin Shows: Gothic Horror and the
Technology of Monsters (Duke UP, 1995), Female Masculinity (Duke UP, 1998), In A
Queer Time and Place (NYU Press, 2005), The Queer Art of Failure (Duke UP, 2011)
and Gaga Feminism: Sex, Gender, and the End of Normal (Beacon Press, 2012) and,
most recently, a short book titled Trans*: A Quick and Quirky Account of Gender
Variance (University of California Press). Halberstam is currently working on several
projects including a book titled WILD THING: QUEER THEORY AFTER NATURE on queer
anarchy, performance and protest culture the intersections between animality, the
human and the environment. This talk is taken from an essay commissioned for Places
Journal – the journal awarded Halberstam its Arcus/Places Prize this year for
innovative public scholarship on the relationship between gender, sexuality and the
built environment.
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PARTICIPANTS
PANEL 1: PRACTICES BEYOND THE CLASSROOM
MANUELA ESPOSITO, ´RETHINKING PEDAGOGY THROUGH ART, LOVE,
AND PLACE´
ABSTRACT
A new pedagogy that goes beyond the classroom and undoes the traditional
hierarchical student-teacher relation is at the centre of the contemporary debate
about education and responds to the global challenges in relation to sustainability and
future. Stressing the idea of a critical pedagogy that gives voice to the voiceless (Wink,
2005), into a dialogue with the notion of education as a love relation with the world
(Freire, 1970), this essay draws on the importance to unlearn and relearn in order to
develop critical thinking and active participation as a way to break the traditional
Western thought and power strategies. In order to turn the transmissive model into a
transformative one, a possible path could be the critical pedagogy of place (D.A.
Gruenewald) and the necessity of including ecological thinking in the critical social
analysis, based on human relationships. In this respect the article will attempt to
reflect on the contemporary issues of materialism such as the tentacular thinking
(Haraway), the vibrant matter (J. Bennet, 2009), and the intra-action (K. Barad, 2007)
to figure out a new pedagogy, where art become activism, in particular in two
projects: “Land Art Campi Flegrei” and the digital “Mediterranean Matri-archive”. In
both of them, professors, students, scholars and engaged people collaborate and
cooperate on a local scale thinking globally.

BIO
Manuela Esposito completed her PhD in “Cultural and Postcolonial Studies of the
Anglophone World” at the University of Naples “L’Orientale”, with a dissertation
about Baruch Spinoza’s conception of Nature and its connection with the Caribbean
diasporic feminine writing. Her research explores feminine writing, Land Art, gender
studies, philosophy. She has published articles about the relation between archive and
feminine writing and art, contemporary migration, philosophy of nature. She was
member of the scientific board of a Land Art project and a digital archive. She is a
school teacher with a specific training in CLIL methodology.
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YU-TE HUANG & SIK YING HO, ‘(UN)LEARNING RESEAR CH METHODS
THROUGH A PARTICIPAT ORY STORYTELLING PEDAGOGY: A HONG KONG
CASE’.
ABSTRACT
Teaching qualitative research methods can be a gruelling endeavour particularly in
neoliberal education institutions where the post-positivist research paradigm is
valorised alone. In addition, from a postcolonial perspective, Western hegemony has
not ceased to permeate social work education in selection of textbooks, use of
teaching examples, and judgement on rigour and impact of social work research. Such
political economy of education can only be contested through participatory and
critical pedagogies. Using a research methods course taught at a major university in
Hong Kong as an example, we demonstrate how participatory storytelling has served
as a viable pedagogy to destabilize students’ ingrained knowledge orientations and
subsequently foster their theoretical sensitivity and methodological competencies.
Several pedagogical strategies prove instrumental. First, the course has benefitted
from active and equal participation of teaching team members who are at different
academic stages. Such form of co-teaching has enriched preparation of teaching
materials, design of in-class activities, and ongoing evaluation of teaching
effectiveness. Second, the teaching team has strived to employ local cases as stimuli
to manifest and confront epistemological, methodological, and colonial dominance in
the social work knowledge system. While we particularly aimed to revitalize some
marginalized knowledge, including Hong Kong cultural studies, indigenous knowledge
in Taiwan, and activism against oppressive forces, students have also learnt innovative
qualitative methods developed by local Hong Kong scholars, thereby de-colonizing
their research skillsets. Third, we have guided the students to view the entire research
process as a storytelling project with an ultimate goal to identify and further unravel a
theoretical puzzle. Last, several students decided to participate in a qualitative
transformative network organized by the instructor, therefore learning beyond the
classroom. Over the course of unlearning and learning qualitative research methods,
many students found themselves capable of reframing their original research
questions from alternative theoretical and methodological angles.
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BIO YU-TE HUANG
Yu-Te Huang is an Assistant Professor at the Department of Social Work and Social
Administration, The University of Hong Kong. His research interests cover adolescent
mental health, sexual and gender minority youth, and immigrants’ cross-cultural
experiences. In his research, Dr. Huang wants to highlight the importance of
theoretical discussions and methodological plurality in the field and to promote social
workers’ critical thinking and cross-cultural competency. Prior to pursuing his Ph.D. at
the Faculty of Social Work, the University of Toronto, Yu-Te was trained and working
as a psychiatric social worker at a medical center in Taiwan.

BIO SIK YING HO
Professor HO's main scholarly contributions have been centred on identifying injustice
and discrimination, whether hidden or evident, and being unafraid to produce
research that challenges dominant ideas about "the way things are" through new
theoretical ideas and innovative research methodologies. She is author of "I am Ho Sik
Ying, 55 years old" (2013), "Everyday Life in the Age of Resistance" (2015), and coauthor of "Umbrella Politics Quartet" (2015). Her recent documentary films and
research based multi-media theatre "Labouring Women Devised Theatre" (2016) calls
for the imagination of new modalities of social action to include various forms of
cultural interventions.

MURRAY PRATT & PEDRA M DIBAZAR, ‘EXPECTIN G (AND FACILITATING)
THE UNEXPECTED: CULTURE LAB AND THE EUROPEAN CAPITAL OF
CULTURE’.
ABSTRACT
Culture Lab is an intensive field class designed to foster experimental learning in
anthropology and cultural studies. Its object of study and site of learning is the
European Capital of Culture (ECoC) (the phenomenon, the city, and the forms of
participation, debates and instances of urban change that occur during a specific
iteration). It was delivered for the first time in June 2017, focusing on Paphos in
Cyprus, and its 2018 focus is Valetta, Malta. During the 2017 field trip, students
engaged with the anticipated issues (cultural events, the city’s brand and image, the
context of divided Cyprus) but at the same time uncovered a series of less expected
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and often controversial topics, ranging from migrant Philippine communities to
contested national symbols, gendered practices in public space, community initiatives,
and contradictory affiliations with Europeanness in art and culture.
The class draws on problem-based and participatory approaches to learning, first
introducing students to methodologies and theories applicable to urban anthropology,
arts festivals and social change, cultural events and tourism, before immersing them in
relevant social and culture issues through encounters and exploration. Students are
encouraged to scope and develop their own research questions during the field trip,
supported both by scaffolded activities (walking tours, expert input, group meetings,
attending events) and by individual or small group mentoring, as well as curiosity-led
or happenstance expeditions and dialogues. Consequently their work (both academic
and creative) unearthed issues of social change and cultural activism in Paphos 2017,
using the designation as ECoC to extend towards reflections on European cultural
identities, division and harmony in Cyprus, tradition and modernity, global/local
communities, as well as fostering self-reflexivity.
This paper outlines and interrogates the processes informing the teaching and
learning of Culture Lab (context, aims, planning and implementation) and points to
some of the key ingredients and lessons learned during its first iteration. In particular
it advocates approaches to teaching cultural studies and cultural anthropology that
combine multi-faceted approaches to cultural immersion and discovery, while at the
same time acknowledging the individual motivations of learners, by fostering and
developing students’ interests and curiosity.

BIO PEDRAM DIBAZAR
Dr Pedram Dibazar is a Lecturer in Humanities at Amsterdam University College, and
Professor Murray Pratt is Dean of Amsterdam University College and Professor of
Contemporary Cultural and Literary Studies at the University of Amsterdam. They
developed together and co-teach Culture Lab as part of their teaching portfolio, and
are interested in exploring the connections between their research interests and
teaching.
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PANEL 2: DECOLONIZIN G DISCIPLINES I
MARIA MANUEL BAPTIST A, ‘BRAZILIAN CULTURAL STUDIES: IN FAVOR OF
A DECOLONIAL EPISTEM IC, PEDAGOGICAL AND POLITICAL PROJECT’.
ABSTRACT
Brazilian Cultural Studies are starting to emerge in the context of a fast development
of universities, students and researchers. Although in a very ambiguous context, this
development is under a very strong pressure between the globalized university model
of knowledge production and the strong impact of decolonial Latin-American thinking.
After more than a decade of a left side government, which seemed to be prone to
accept an alternative model of university in the context of a strong awareness of the
political and economic dimensions of culture and science, the intellectual and
academic practice of Cultural Studies started to conceal Brazilian Universities’
attention.
This occurred during Lula’s government, when Brazilian Universities gradually start to
pay attention to alternative popular cultures, to the most precarious Brazilian
students (poor, black, women, etc.), developing a more democratic university
management, stimulating a stronger articulation between Latin-American universities
and researchers, being open to other epistemologies, namely the Brazilian-African and
Indigenous communities.
Despite this development, last two years, following Dilma’s impeachment, the
situation changed substantially outside and inside universities, where pedagogic rules,
administrative laws and a systematic control and accountability of research activities that now must be mainly directed to the market- change the direction of later
achievements, implementing, slowly but firmly, a strong and clear neo-liberal model
of university. In this context it is understandable the difficulties faced now for a
project of Cultural Studies in the Brazilian Universities.
This paper aims precisely to reflect the difficulties of the implementation of Cultural
Studies in this context and follow the intense debate that is now undergoing between
modernity/coloniality/eurocentrism (Mignolo, Dussel and Quijano), articulated to the
need of Southern Epistemologies (Sousa-Santos), and the pressures to conform
Brazilian Universities to a modern/neoliberal university model. We will argue in favor
of the need to grass Brazilian Cultural Studies roots in decolonial thinking and
particularly in Paulo Freire’s pedagogy of the oppressed.
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BIO
Maria Manuel Baptista is Full Professor at the University of Aveiro, Portugal and she is
the director of the PhD in Cultural Studies (UA/UM).
She achieved Tenure with a lesson titled “Portuguese Cultural Identity, from
colonialism to post-colonialism – Social Memories, images and identity
representations" (2013). She completed a Doctorate in Culture (2002) and a Master’s
Degree in Educational Psychology (1996). Since 1986 she is graduated in Philosophy.
In recent years she is interested on postcolonial and decolonial studies and gender,
areas in which she has supervised doctorates, post-doctorates and masters. She is
interested in the relations between the university and social activism and became
visiting teacher in different Brazilian Universities, where she has published and
developed research projects within Cultural Studies networks.

CAROLYN BIRDSALL & JOKE HERMES, ‘THE (DIS)APPEARING BODY:
POSTCOLONIAL MEDIA S TUDIES AS EDUCATIONAL CHALLENGE’.
ABSTRACT
A decolonial pedagogy allows students and their teachers the choice to identify
ethnically, nationally and as a post- or decolonial subject and to put such
identifications to political use and the acquisition of learning strategies (Mignolo 2007,
Smith 2012). For all roles and positions in the classroom, identity needs to be a
temporary and local construct, a point of departure to investigate the range of
histories that define and constrain our freedom as much as those that offer the
development of new and alternative identities (Hooks 2014). In this context, bodies
should be allowed to appear as much as disappear. Responding to the above
challenges, this paper reflects on how we developed and taught a course on
postcolonial media studies. Interestingly this is not an existing field, nor is there a
ready-made pedagogy available to teach a history of abuse that has laid the
foundation for much of today’s media cultures (Shohat and Stam 2014). Reflecting on
the course we see that two of the choices we made in setting up the course proved to
be important: one was the choice to invite activists, artists and academics who talked
about their own work in relation to their biographies, and engaged students in
discussion about how to decolonize the university. Our second choice was to allow
ample room for personal reflection by students during class sessions and for these
individual observations to be engaged with alongside and in conjunction with
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theoretical reflection and discussion. Looking back, we would like to share and
theorize what happened in that classroom. How can lived experience be productively
engaged within a slow learning process? How can a non-essentialist pedagogy address
materiality in an open and deconstructive manner that also allows the subject matter
of postcolonial media studies to be activated?

BIO CAROLYN BIRDSALL
Carolyn Birdsall is Assistant Professor of Media Studies at the University of
Amsterdam. Her publications include Nazi Soundscapes: Sound, Technology and Urban
Space in Germany, 1933–1945 (2012), and Sonic Meditations: Body, Sound,
Technology (2008, edited with Anthony Enns). Birdsall is currently researching early
sound archiving in and beyond Europe, with a particular attention to the Axis powers
(Germany, Italy, Japan), media imperialism and decolonization.

BIO JOKE HERMES
Joke Hermes teaches Media Studies at the University of Amsterdam. She is a professor
of Media, Culture and Citizenship at Inholland University for Applied Sciences. She is
currently working on a book about life worlds of young people, and one about
‘platform television’. She is also founding co-editor of the European Journal of Cultural
Studies.

ARNAB DUTTA, ‘WHEN WAS/IS EUROPE? DECOLONISIN G THE TELEOLOGY
AND RETHINKING EUROP EAN STUDIES’.
ABSTRACT
Extending the philosophical idea of ‘dwelling in time’ alongside ‘dwelling in space’, this
paper critically interrogates what is taught worldwide as the discipline of European
Studies – mostly conceived as an interdisciplinary field constituted by European
history, politics, and EU law. By looking at an intrinsic aspect of Europe’s temporal
location in many a non-European intellectual discourse this paper questions the
‘spatial’ focus of the existing pedagogy of European Studies taught at Western
universities. Dipesh Chakrabarty’s call for a provincializing of knowledge describes this
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feature with an equational relation between ‘beyond Europe’ and ‘before Europe’.
Again, since the concept of ‘modernity’, as it is taught in European Studies curricula,
has gradually become coterminous with Europe, the conceptualisation of the lagging
behind of non- Europe in the scale of a modern pedagogy can be seen as a conscious
and often violent epistemic exercise in defining ‘the progress’ and ‘the teleology’ of
the history of Europe.
Drawing upon the examples from two (South Asian) Europeanists, Gayatri Chakravorty
Spivak and Dipesh Chakrabarty (and thus connecting them with my personal
methodological reflections while working with my thesis on a series of late-colonial
South Asian responses to Continental Europe) this paper investigates the role of
‘historical teleology’ in shaping the image of European Studies in modern Western
academic discourses, and what it takes to decolonise its teleological pedagogy.

BIO
Arnab Dutta is a PhD candidate of Modern European History at The Groningen
Research Institute for the Study of Culture, Rijksuniversiteit Groningen, The
Netherlands. He has previously studied at Jadavpur University, India; and later on
completed his Joint-Degree MA in European Studies from Göttingen (Germany),
Groningen (the Netherlands), and Uppsala (Sweden). His research interests are in
cultural and intellectual history of early twentieth century Europe, South Asian critical
thought, and Postcolonial Studies.

PANEL 3: RADICAL PED AGOGIES
BERIT BRINK, ‘PRACTI CING FREEDOM: CREATIVITY AND CRITICAL
THINKING IN HIGHER E DUCATION).
ABSTRACT
“Our students,” composition theorist James A. Berlin writes in his 1996 work
Rhetorics, Poetics and Cultures: Refiguring College English Studies, “are more likely to
acquire the abilities and dispositions that will enable them to become successful
workers than the abilities and dispositions to make critical sense of this age of image
and spectacle.” At the time of publication, Berlin was one of many educational
activists voicing concerns about the increasing neoliberalization of colleges. Since the
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1990s, these concerns have only deepened, as evidenced by the continued emphasis
on the importance of critical thinking by scholar-activists such as Henry A. Giroux and
Howard Zinn. Surprisingly, however, Zinn and Giroux pay relatively little attention to
the use of creativity in university classrooms, even though creativity and critical
thinking seem natural allies: both require the ability to think outside the box and
question commonly accepted ideas. Other scholars, such as Jackson, Oliver, Shaw, and
Wisdom (2016) have focused extensively on creativity in higher education with little
regard critical thinking. It is my aim to unite the two approaches by exploring the
pedagogical opportunities that arise from the intersection between creativity and
critical thinking. How might we, as (English) professors and lecturers, integrate
creativity in the classroom while simultaneously upholding standards of academic
rigor? And to what extent could we harness that critical creativity for positive social
change? In my paper, I will address these questions, and argue that in order to create
a pedagogies that are both critical and creative, we need to facilitate inquiry-based
learning that is not only rooted in real-world issues, but also puts students in charge of
their own learning.

BIO
Berit Brink is a lecturer in the department of Literature & Society (English) at the Vrije
Universiteit, Amsterdam. She received her Ph.D. in American Studies from the
University of Florida in 2016. In her dissertation, she explored to what extent
similarities between Beat and Black Arts poetry warranted a reconceptualization of
what we call “the counterculture,” and she continues to remain fascinated with the
intersection of art and politics. Her recent research focuses on the ways in which
revolutionary educational impulses of the 1960s might be able to serve as a stepping
stone for innovating higher education in the 21st century.

MICHAELA QUADRARO, ‘LOCATING DIFFERENCE: TOWARDS A CRITICAL
PEDAGOGY OF THE CONT EMPORARY WORLD’.
ABSTRACT
In my presentation I would like to explore a critical pedagogy of difference - gender,
race, class, sexuality or nationality - as it is crucial for achieving social justice and
democracy. Beyond the homogenous community of learners and the standardised
idea of excellence and progress, the historical reconceptualization of education has
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been re-elaborated in the form of feminist, antiracist, postcolonial or queer
pedagogies, since the idea of difference allows to rethink questions of equity and
justice outside the classroom (Trifonas, 2003). In the collaborative EU funded research
project “MeLa* - European Museums in an age of migrations”, in which I took part
from 2011 to 2015, the museum has been problematized in terms of a space where
artists, curators, and educators could really promote social change beyond the white
walls of the institution. Through concrete case studies and theoretical intuitions, the
idea of the museum has been reconfigured in the complexity of the transnational and
transcultural world as a site of intervention and activism, where a collective project of
memory can be produced. Instead of thinking in terms of how artistic practices reflect
reality and how transparent this reflection has to be, we should consider how art
intervenes materially (Grosz, 2008). In other words, art can contribute to the very
process of the construction of reality. As hooks highlights (2003), educators who
challenge themselves to teach beyond the classroom and to be fully present in the
now learn the most valuable skills and progressive practices any teacher can acquire.
BIO
Michaela Quadraro holds a PhD in “Cultural and Postcolonial Studies of the
Anglophone World” from the University of Naples “L’Orientale”, where she is
currently a member of the Centre for Postcolonial and Gender Studies and of the
Tecnocultures Research Unit. Her interests focus on the contemporary cultural
productions that emerge from a context of migration and hybridity. She wrote L’arte
digitale postcoloniale. Uno studio sull’opera di Isaac Julien e Trinh T. Minh-ha (2012),
co-edited The Postcolonial Museum. The Arts of Memory and the Pressures of History
(2014), and co-authored Memorie Transculturali. Estetica contemporanea e critica
postcoloniale (2015).

SUZANNE SICCHIA, ‘STRUCTURAL CHANGE AND SUBVERSIVE PRACTICE:
RETURNING TO FREIRE’S RADICAL CRI TICAL PEDAGOGY’.
ABSTRACT
Berg and Seeber (2016) join a long and distinguished list of critical pedagogues who
speak to the alienating effects of living and learning in a neoliberal society—a society
that is also deeply colonialist (see for example Darder, Friere, Giroux, hooks, Macedo,
McLaren, Shor). I add my voice to these rallying calls for resistance and change, and
on the 50th anniversary of Pedagogy of the Oppressed, invite colleagues to re/consider
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Paulo Freire’s critical dialogical method for ‘reading the word and the world’ so that in
communion we might change it. Specifically, I call attention to his understanding of
authentic caring and radical hope, arguing they are prerequisites for overturning (the
ill effects of) ‘banking systems of education’ and the creeping managerialism and
meritocracy so well described in Berg’s & Seeber’s manifesto. Moreover, informed by
the liberatory ideals and practices of other important thinkers and leaders—from
Marx to Cabral to Fanon—I assert that Freire’s deeply reflexive pedagogy does more
than promote individual ‘resilience’ in the face of a flawed and harmful system.
Instead, it arms us (teachers and students) with a radical liberatory practice capable of
cultivating critical consciousness and advancing social justice—pedagogical practice in
service of the creation of a more just and humane society.

BIO
Suzanne Sicchia is an Assistant Professor Teaching Stream with a primary appointment
in the Interdisciplinary Centre for Health & Society (ICHS), at the University of Toronto.
She holds a doctorate in medical science and two masters from the Dalla Lana School
of Public Health. Before joining the ICHS faculty, Professor Sicchia worked as a
Research Associate in the Global Health and Violence and Health units of the former
Centre for Research in Women’s Health, then a WHO/PAHO Collaborative Centre in
Women’s Health. Her interests include critical pedagogies, critical social theory, global
health governance, and women’s health.

CANDACE SKIBBA, ‘REVOLUTIONARY PEDAGOGY: CHANGING LEARNING,
UNDERSTANDING, AUTHO RITY, AND HEGEMONY T HROUGH TEACHING’.
ABSTRACT
Many of us were taught to teach through example. We walked into the classrooms in
which we were students ourselves, sat down in the chairs that were attached to the
movable desk, took out our note taking tools, looked forward and up toward the
professor, and began absorbing the materials that were to be disseminated to us via
said professor. In my years as a student in academia, there were very few examples of
moments in which that expected mold was broken. In fact, the physical model of
pedagogy is one of the more certain, dependable and transferable aspects of learning.
And yet, research has shown that it may not be as effective as was previously thought.
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As referenced in the theme description “Contesting the neoliberal university”, while
production and profit, and value and ranking have been prioritized, much has been
lost. When we suggest that students produce rather than process, how are we
engaging them in the modes of discourse that compel them to question, criticize and
act? When we ourselves as educators perpetuate a pedagogy of production, we fail. In
today’s climate, we must do better. A pedagogy of agency is one possible solution in
which students themselves engage in the paths they are to take, both in learning and
assessment.
Carnegie Mellon’s Dietrich College has developed interdisciplinary, team-taught
seminars on topics that are considered "grand challenges" to society in the
21st century. In theory these courses provide contestation to the siloed confines of
strict disciplinary thinking. These courses aim to encourage and assess critical thinking
skills. A group of three members of Carnegie Mellon University, we have created a
course on Gender-Based Violence that is being offered Spring 2018 and 2019. It would
seem fairly obvious that our course would question established modes of discourse so
as to understand gender-based violence. With that in mind, we have aimed to present
a variety of voices in our reading assignments, visitors to class, media, and experiences
off campus. However, what has not been questioned is the method through which we
are engaging in this material.
While the content is relevant, compelling and necessary, engagement between and
among the faculty and students would benefit from a reconsideration of space, order
and hierarchy. If we are expecting our students to critically analyze and question the
ways that information have been presented to them, shouldn’t we also question how
we are asking them to engage with that information? In order to create a pedagogy
that questions the neoliberal mindset we must invert the top down and embrace
slowness. We must challenge ourselves and our students to resist the prioritization of
mindless production. We must foster a pedagogy of agency.

BIO
Candace Skibba is an Associate Teaching Professor at in the Department of Modern
Languages at Carnegie Mellon University. She is also Associate Director of the MA
Program in Applied Second Language Acquisition. She specializes in contemporary
Spanish literature and film and has concentrated her research on investigating the
intersection between literary and film studies and studies of the body - most notably
the abnormal body. The study of the body has taken her to gender analysis, currently
gender-based violence, on which she is teaching an interdisciplinary team-taught first
year seminar. The convergence of her literary and cultural studies interests and
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pedagogical foci have led her to investigate agency in both artistic expression and
classroom practices.

PANEL 4: INTERSECTIO NAL PEDAGOGIES
ROBYN AUSMEIER, ‘DECOLONISING THE CLASSROOM SPACE: A PROJECT
OF COLLECTIVE RE-IMAGINING’.
ABSTRACT
This paper explores potential approaches to decolonising classroom spaces in higher
education, looking specifically at re-imagining classroom dynamics and re-thinking
spatial constructions. The research is situated within the context of the Netherlands
and Dutch universities, and is centred on the field of Gender Studies, although the
recommendations are applicable to other fields within the Humanities and Social
Sciences. Through a focus on the structure of the teaching environment, this paper
unpacks unequal power relations within the classroom and interrogates the ways in
which colonial education practices are reproduced through the classroom setup.
Drawing on decolonial theory, this research makes visible the ways in which the
supposed logic of the classroom environment enables exclusionary processes and
enforces a set idea of how to engage and participate in the class.
The data for this paper was collected through a set of interviews and focus groups
with university students and lecturers, working with their ideas and suggestions for reimagining the classroom space. Building on these recommendations, this research is
invested in creative processes of re-thinking university structures, examining the
possibilities of doing education differently. Considering the findings, it is suggested
that the classroom be re-envisioned as a flexible space, that there should be a greater
focus on practising and performing theory, and that multimedia tools be further
utilised within the classroom environment. Additionally, it is argued that decolonising
the university cannot be an individual project, but instead requires collaboration and
collective action. This study challenges notions of the classroom as fixed or static and
maintains that in order to bring about transformative change, the classroom space
must be disrupted and deconstructed.
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BIO
Robyn Ausmeier is a master’s student in the Gender Studies programme at Utrecht
University. She is a feminist researcher and gender rights activist with a specific
interest in pedagogical structures and radically transforming education systems.
Robyn is from South Africa and completed her undergraduate studies at the University
of Cape Town, and this context has largely informed her interest in decolonial theory
and practice. Specifically, she is invested in the project of decolonising the university
and reimagining classroom spaces through collective and imaginative action.

MONIKA BAÁR, ‘CREATING AND TRANSMITTING KNOWLEDGE OUTSIDE
THE CLASSROOM: DOCUMENTING DISABILITY AC TIVISM’.
ABSTRACT
As the saying goes ‘history is written by the winners’. Cliché-like as this may sound,
without special efforts, the history of groups with vulnerabilities still rarely makes it
into the curriculum. This is no different in the case of a group which in fact constitutes
around 15% of the world’s population and is as such its largest minority: people with
disabilities. On those exceptional occasions, when students encounter the topic, they
are typically confronted with heroic figures who succeeded in ‘overcoming’ their
disability. Alternatively, they may be able to learn something about war veterans and
about the history of ‘caring’ for disabled people. The fact that disabled people’s
activism has been part of a social movement and that the rights which they have
gained over the last few decades were not granted to them ‘from above’ but had to
be fought for, remains largely unknown both for academics and the general public. All
in all, disability is usually associated with dependency, lack of autonomy and a
personal tragedy in educational settings. Certain practical matters also contribute to
this situation: archives show no interest in preserving material related to the
emancipation movement of disabled citizens. Available sources (for example
yearbooks of grassroots organizations, internal documents etc.) end up being stored
in the cellars or attics of disabled activists and are often routinely discarded when
their owners pass away or if the family moves houses. Under these conditions,
students’ active involvement and collaboration with the disabled community – by
collecting sources, undertaking oral history interviews, taking part in their activities not only contribute to the preservation and transmission of vernacular knowledge
which otherwise may disappear, but also gives them new insights into issues of social
justice. Moreover, with conscious efforts, the knowledge which comes into being
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through this form of crowdsourcing may feed back into the curriculum and
contributes to its diversification.

BIO
Monika Baár is Professor by Special Appointment of Central European Studies in the
Institute for History at Leiden University where she is also involved in Honours
education. At present she is principal investigator of the European Council-funded
project Rethinking Disability: the Global Impact of the International Year of Disabled
Persons (1981) in Historical Perspective which examines how disability became a
global concerns and what implications the concept has in a multicultural world. She
has been contributor to the research trainee project ‘Diversifying the Collection:
Inclusive Citizenship and the Public History of Exclusion’ in Leiden and with her team
they recently completed the project ‘Hacking the Textbook’ which included the
production of five short videos on disability that can accompany courses on
contemporary history. Among her latest publications is ‘De-pathologizing Disability:
Politics, Culture and Identity’, Neue Politische Literatur, 62 (2017), 281-303, with free
online access at https://www.neue-politische-literatur.tudarmstadt.de/fileadmin/npl/NPL_2017_2_Baar_De-pathologizing_Disability.pdf

RICARDO QUINTANA VALLEJO, ‘LGBTQIA+ PEER MENTORING PROGRAM
AT PURDUE UNIVERSITY: NOTES ON QUEER CAMARADERIE’.
ABSTRACT
The spring semester of 2018 marks the implementation of a pioneering peer
mentorship program at Purdue University, a public land-grant institution that in recent
years has adopted such neoliberal practices as the purchase of the online for-profit
Kaplan University and the partial defunding of programs in social sciences, humanities,
and languages. In this context, students are encouraged to finish their degrees faster,
to treat failures as catastrophes, and to take larger course loads in detriment to their
social and extracurricular development. This environment is particularly damaging to
queer-identified students who come to the university on equal footing in terms of
grades and exam scores, but are more likely to drop out. At the moment, 1 in 4 queeridentified students who start a 4-year degree program will not finish. This is not to say
that these students are not resilient or resolute, but they do face distinct and often
more arduous challenges.
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It is in this context that Aiden Powell, program manager of the LGBTQ Center, and
graduate student Maurina Baker established the LGBTQIA+ Peer Mentoring Program,
designed to support the personal, professional, and academic development of queeridentified students. As a mentor in the program and a Ph.D. Student, I have been able
to support three mentees in both STEM and Liberal Arts. I have helped them set shortand long-term goals, redefine failure as a facilitator of learning rather than a negative
event, and deepen their understanding of intersectionality and self-care practices.
And, on a personal note, we have enabled each other to build community and a sense
of camaraderie. This conference paper describes the increasingly neoliberal
environment of the university, explains the necessity of such a program, and shares
my experiences and results as a participant and mentor.

BIO
Ricardo Quintana Vallejo received a B.A. in English from the Universidad Nacional
Autónoma de México UNAM and an M.A. in Comparative Literature from Purdue
University. He is currently a Ph.D. candidate in Comparative Literature and an
instructor of Spanish and German at Purdue University.
His research on immigrant literatures in the United States and Europe has been
supported by a Fulbright-García Robles Grant, a CONACYT International Scholarship,
and a Lynn Fellowship.
He has published translations on psychology and social sciences in El Fondo de Cultura
Económica and editorials in Mexican magazines Nexos and Sopitas and United States
magazine Terse.

HANNAH M. TAVARES, ‘PEDAGOGIES OF BELONGING: BLOOD,
SCHOOLING AND THE PR ODUCTION OF CITIZENS’.
ABSTRACT
Historically a substance both feared and revered, statements of blood recur but
always to new rules, social relations, and geo‐political contexts. Through the use of
Amanda Kerr’s film Sami Blood and Caroline Gurrey’s photographs of mixed-race
children in Hawai’i in the early years of the twentieth century, this paper explores the
role statements of blood play in actualizing bodies into calculable objects. Though the
analysis is situated in the early twentieth century, the discourses of eugenics,
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assimilation policies, and the problem of race that it explores have implications for
current articulations of indigenous self‐determination and identity.

BIO
Hannah M Tavares is Associate Professor in the Department of Educational
Foundationsand Affiliate Faculty in the Graduate Certificate Program in International
Cultural Studies, an interdisciplinary program of the University and the East‐West
Center. She is the recipient of the 2017 American Educational Studies Association
Critics' Choice Book Award for her book Pedagogies of the Image. She serves on the
Editorial Board of the journal Gender and Education.

PANEL 5: COMMUNIT Y ENGAGEMENT
ALESSANDRO BUFFA, ‘“ THEY CALL IT FORT AP ACHE, WE CALL IT HOME”:
PEDAGOGIES BEYOND TH E CLASSROOM IN THE BRONX’.
ABSTRACT
In the 1970s and 1980s the decline of the South Bronx became a media spectacle. A
two page ads in Variety magazine described Fort Apache, The Bronx (Daniel Petrie,
1981) as ‘a chilling and tough movie about the South Bronx, a 40 block area with the
highest crime rate in New York. Youth gangs, winos, junkies, pimps, hookers, maniacs,
cop killers and the embattled 41st Precinct, just hanging there.’ This film was attacked
by a group of Black and Puerto Rican activists who formed the Committee Against Fort
Apache. Firstly, this group sought to defend the neighborhood and flag up how racial
and gender stereotypes in the film affected the life of South Bronx residents.
Secondly, they offered a wider critique of slavery and its legacy: imperialism,
capitalism and the neo-plantation system of the South Bronx. Inspired by the Young
Lords, Black Panthers, local artists, musicians and community-based organizations like
The United Bronx Parents, this group of activists supported interethnic alliances
between Black and Puerto Rican communities. Music was central to the work of The
United Bronx Parents, and to community projects like the South Bronx Library Project,
which promoted workshops on jazz, salsa, and plena. Similarly, as part of the protest
to stop film, the Black and Puerto Rican activists of the Committee Against Fort
Apache organized a series of concerts featuring salsa, hip hop and readings of
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Nuyorican poetry. Even community projects undertaken in high schools like DeWitt
Clinton in the Bronx put local culture at the center of their struggle. Students
produced a comic book called Salsa which places music squarely within the street
corner tradition of the Bronx and in Afrodiasporic currents beyond the borough.

BIO
Alessandro Buffa is a Postdoctoral Research Fellow in English Literature at the
University of Naples L’Orientale. He is currently drafting a book proposal based on his
dissertation, “The Blues Continuum: New York Calls, Naples Responds,” and working
on a new project tentatively titled “Urban Rhythms and Modern Literary Scenes.” His
published work includes “Blues in the Bay: The Bluesology of James Senese and Raiz”
(2016), “On the Street Where you Live: Italian American Doo-Wop in Postwar New
York” (2009) and Transiti mediterranei: Ripensare la modernità (2008).

MOHOMODOU HOUSSOUBA, ‘ENGAGING THE COMMUNITY RADIO AS A
LIVING SITE OF KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTION’.
ABSTRACT
The critique of a closed-in academy resonates particularly in Africa where the
institution largely remains a foreign “object” in the social body. It seems that even
reform efforts main succeed in cementing the status quo. The structural weakness of
the institution seems to impose a double bind: 1) “path dependency” in its lockstep
following of norms and goals set elsewhere, mainly in the former colonial metropolis;
2) detachment from the sites of knowledge production in its immediate environment.
This presentation does not seek to expand further on this observation, but rather to
sketch out alternative scenarios for reaching out to a local space of conversation,
recollection, social dialogue and pluralistic expression. The community radio is not a
neutral instrument; it can even be a destructive force, as it has become in some
conflict areas. The infamous “Radio Mille Collines” during the Rwanda genocide is a
case in point. Still, for the most part, the radio figures as the single immediate site of
meaning creation, which is both close to small local communities and open to global
exchanges of information and knowledge. It speaks the language of the population
and translates into it the ideas and ideologies coming from across the world. The
creative possibilities of the medium find new channels on the platforms that mobile
internet and social media are bringing to the margins of national territories, among
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agropastoral and fishing communities. Reaching out to local radios, universities can
tap into these fragile but versatile “academies” and help them preserve memories and
knowledge bases of relevance to local and global communities. A Wikipedia project
based on the transcription and translation of such material shows the curricular
implications for active and critical collaboration between academics and practitioners.

BIO
Mohomodou Houssouba is a writer and linguist affiliated with the Centre for African
Studies at the University of Basel. He is a member of the West African platform within
the Humanities across Borders project, as principal investigator for the theme
“Language and translation practices” through Mali’s Institute of Humanities in
Bamako. He leads the online platform songhay.org dedicated to the documentation
and modernization of the Songhay language and chairs the Malian Society of Applied
Sciences (MSAS).

AARTI KAWLRA, ‘“HOW WE TEACH THE POOR PARIAH”: A THEOSOPHICAL
EXPERIMENT IN CASTE -BASED PEDAGOGIES IN LATE COLONIAL SOUTH
INDIA’.
ABSTRACT
In this paper I inquire into the educational experiments of the Theosophical Society in
colonial Madras. Specifically, I shall examine the pedagogies of ‘uplift’ of the
‘depressed classes’, an official category referring to socially stigmatized groups,
variously known as ‘outcasts’, ‘untouchables’, ‘pariahs’ or ‘panchamas’, in late 19th
and early 20th India. Even before the agenda for national education was charted by
Annie Besant (1847-1933), president and founder of the Theosophical Society, Henry
Steel Olcott (1832-1907) had initiated the society’s educational work in India through
a pamphlet titled “Poor Pariah” (1902) where he drew the attention of colonial and
national elite to the generations of caste oppression endured by pariah communities
in India.
Working initially to counter missionary proselytization of the depressed classes in
south India, the society, under the Panchama Education Scheme, set up free schools
where it sought to train pariah children in practical livelihood skills as an alternative to
the prevailing text-book based system of colonial education. This paper focuses on the
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pedagogies deployed by theosophists to make teaching and learning more relevant to
the everyday context of caste prejudice experienced by the pariah. How did
theosophists integrate exercises of the mind with the caste body of the pariah in their
pedagogies? What was the predominant discourse that stabilized their experiment in
caste-based pedagogies as ‘uplift’ of the pariah? The paper will conclude with the
transmutation of the Panchama education scheme into a nationalist agenda of
training for the depressed classes under the leadership of Annie Besant. One that
underscored ‘Indian ideals’ of education for citizenship, reinforcing the divide
between manual and mental training along the lines of caste and race.

BIO
Aarti Kawlra is a social anthropologist currently affiliated to the Madras Institute of
Development Studies (MIDS), Chennai under the ICSSR Project “Discourses and
experiments in craft-based education in 20th century south India”. Prior to this I was a
Fellow at the Nehru Memorial Museum and Library (NMML), New Delhi. My primary
affiliation is with the International Institute of Asian Studies (IIAS), Leiden, The
Netherlands where I am Academic Director of the program, “Humanities across
Borders: Asia and Africa in the World” (HaB) (www.humanitiesacrossborders.blog).
HaB is an educational program engaged in creating spaces of academia-society
dialogue for building a universally applicable, situated-learning model of curricula
development and pedagogy beyond the classroom.
My research interrogates narratives of culture, economy and nation in postcolonial
societies from the vantage of diverse subject positions especially those constituted
around manual work and skilled labour. I am especially interested in artisanal selfidentification in global modernity. My most recent publication is the book We Who
Wove with Lotus Thread: Summoning Community in South India (Orient Blackswan,
January 2018).

CHAYAN VADDHANAPHUTI & MALEE SITTHIKRIEN GKRAI, ‘KAREN
LIVELIHOOD PRACTICES AND ITS PEDAGOGY’.
ABSTRACT
This paper will discuss the knowledge and practices of Karen ethnic group in Thailand
in living in and with forest. Such knowledge and practices are specifically based on the
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indigenous concept of community right and a form of agrarian practice known as
“shifting cultivation” which allows the Karen to conserve their forest. However, the
notion of community right has been negated by state’s territorialization policy, turning
the forest to be state forest, while the shifting cultivation has been marginalized by
scientific forest management as well as seen as destructive way of forest use and
replaced by modern agricultural practices with heavy use of chemicals and fertilizers.
Against these odds, many Karen communities have been able to keep their traditional
shifting cultivation practice allowing them to maintain their food sovereignty and
identity. According to the Karen’s point of view, forest is regarded as nature which
has to be respected; it is a “supermarket” for them. The paper will explain the
process of participatory research undertaken by Karen youth in learning from their
elders about knowledge and practices in living in and with forest, and how they
maintain their community right and identity. It is expected that this process will help
empowering Karen youth in understanding their own knowledge and culture. The
paper will also reflect upon how the learning process occurs among the academics
and local community, comparing “community of practice” with “teacher-student”
method. The result of this research project will be used for two purposes: curriculum
development of a Master Program in Ethnic Studies and Development at Chiang Mai
University and policy advocacy for alternative forest use for sustainable forest
management.

BIO CHAYAN VADDHANAPHUTI
Chayan Vaddhanaphuti received his PhD from Stanford University in the field of
International Development Education with concentration on anthropology. He has
been teaching at Faculty of Social Sciences, Chiang Mai University since 1980s. His
main research interest includes development studies, ethnic relations, resource
management, food system, etc. He played an important role in developing citizen
research method and continues to use this methodology in working with local villagers
affected by development project.

BIO MALEE SITTHIKRIENGKRAI
Malee Sitthikriengkrai is a lecturer at the Social Sciences and Development
Department and researcher in Center for Ethnic Studies and Development, Faculty of
Social Sciences, Chiang Mai University, Thailand. She holds doctoral degree from
Mahidol University in Medical and Health Social Sciences. Her academic interest is
‘community movement’ and ‘knowledge and practices of marginalized people’,
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particularly AIDS patients and ethnic minority groups. At present she is working on a
project titled “Living in and with the Forest: Knowledge and Practices of Karen
Community in Northern Thailand”. This project applies participatory action method to
stimulate youths’ learning from the elders and to find out the pedagogy of Karen’s
livelihood.

PANEL 6: DECOLONIZIN G DISCIPLINES II
PAYAL ARORA, ‘DECOLONIZING PRIVACY STUDIES: PRIVACY LITERACY
FRAMEWORKS IN THE GL OBAL SOUTH’.
ABSTRACT
In the 21st century context, new digital technologies require new literacies (Leu, et. al
2007). Today, literacy is framed as a socio-cultural process as opposed to an individual
cognitive one (Gee, 2015). In 2012, the European Commission expanded the definition
of digital literacy to include ‘safety’- personal protection, data protection, digital
identification protection, security measures, and safe/sustainable use of social media.
This has fostered a number of studies and reports documenting privacy harms and
guidelines to enhance privacy literacy in the West ((Bartsch & Dienlin, 2016; Kezer,
Sevi, Cemalcilar, & Baruh, 2016; Rotman, 2009). However, there is a dearth of studies
on how people in postcolonial nations learn to be private as they fast go online.

BIO
Payal Arora (PhD. Columbia University) is the author of a number of books including
the upcoming ‘Poor@Play: Digital Life beyond the West’ with Harvard University
Press. Her expertise lies in digital cultures, datafication and activism in the Global
South. She has published over forty papers and given more than a 100 presentations
in 67 cities and 23 countries. Arora sits on multiple boards including Columbia
University’s Connect to Learn, Technology, Knowledge & Society Association, and The
World Women Global Council and has held Fellow positions at NYU, GE, and ITSRio.
She is an Associate professor in the Department of Media and Communication at
Erasmus University Rotterdam and the Founder and Executive Director of Catalyst Lab.
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YOLANDE JANSEN, ‘DECOLONISING DISCIPLINA RY ACADEMIC
PHILOSOPHY’.
ABSTRACT
In my paper I would like to reflect on current debates about 'decolonising philosophy'
within the academy and the revisions of curricula for that purpose. I will argue that
decolonising philosophy is difficult if not impossible if philosophy as a discipline does
not take into account the work that has been done in the broader humanities on
concepts and practices concerning decoloniality/decolonising and/or postcolonial
approaches. I will argue then, with Nikita Dhawan, that decolonisation not only has to
be reflexive of the history of philosophy as a discipline, and become more
interdisciplinary, but that it also has to become anti-disciplinary. I will argue that we
need to add at least two specific humanities perspectives to the debate in philosophy
that are in my view crucial for taking seriously 'decolonisation': a. developing a
pedagogy for philosophy students which takes into account the merits of critical
pedagogies of reading. (I will focus here on the notion of 'suturing' developed by
Gayatri Spivak in the Indian context) and b. more broadly: developing pedagogies that
can address and elaborate on the role of the imagination in taking into account the
role of past injustices in philosophical theorising, as for example Charles Mills pleads
for in his recent Black Rights/White Wrongs. Here I will reflect on the essays on
'poetry and cognition' from Aim'e C'esaire (1944) and on 'opacity' from Edouard
Glissant, to critically discuss the focus on 'knowledge' and cognition in contemporary
philosophical debates about injustice and coloniality, be it in terms of 'epistemic
injustice', or 'white ignorance' (Mills).

BIO
Yolande Jansen is Associate Professor of Philosophy at the University of Amsterdam
and Special Professor of Humanism in Relation to Religion and Secularity for the
Socrates Foundation at the VU University Amsterdam. She is the author of Secularism,
Assimilation and the Crisis of Multiculturalism; French modernist legacies (2014) and
edited The Irregularization of Migration in Europe; Detention, Deportation, Drowning
(2015), together with Joost de Bloois and Robin Celikates. She is the project-leader of
an NWO-project about 'Critique of Religion; Framing Jews and Muslims in public
debate and political theory'. She recently contributed to the Oxford Handbook of
Secularism with an article analysing the rise of the secularism/religion dyad in
international public affairs and philosophy.
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SARA-LOT VAN UUM, LUUK VULKERS, MARIBELLE BIERENS & MELLE VAN
MAANEN, ‘ART HISTORY ON DISPLAY’.
ABSTRACT
Although there exists an increasing vocalization against the universal claims of
western knowledge systems, demonstrating their inaptitude to be inclusive to others,
the Eurocentric worldview remains dominant in the higher education of the
humanities and the social sciences. The need to decolonize our universities and
thought therefore calls out for a greater transparency into the curricula by providing
more space for constructive criticism towards western canonical knowledge systems
and their histories. While the department of Art History at the UvA has made changes
to the curriculum of the bachelor to provide a more diverse range of artistic practices
and approaches, the hegemonic canon of art history as constructed by H.W. Janson in
his book Janson’s History of Art remains the main point of reference for art history
students at the UvA as of today. In this paper, we would like to critically reflect on the
ways in which art history is taught by discussing the exhibition Art History on Display
that we curated this year. For the exhibition, we created an overview of all the
artworks from Janson’s textbook in an infographic format that gives representation of
Janson’s art historical canon. Different colour filters and symbols, together with a
corresponding legend, visualize information about the representation of gender,
international migration, and institutionalization of artworks. Hereby visitors can gain
insight into how shockingly inapt the canon is that we teach and study for today’s
pedagogical challenges. The paper reflects on the difficulties that we experienced
while applying these labels to the different periods in Janson’s canon by discussing
specific cases and groups. It argues that the present Western concept of art turns out
to be a universalist one that has to be unravelled for other knowledge systems to be
included and to evade intellectual parochialism.

BIO
Sara‐Lot van Uum, Luuk Vulkers, and Maribelle Bierens studied art history at the
University of Amsterdam, where Melle van Maanen studied history and philosophy.
During their last year of the bachelors they attended an elective together about the
issue of underrepresented histories in relation to art and exhibitions. Now in their
masters Art Studies and Heritage and Memory Studies, they created the
exhibition/infographic Art History on Display.
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PANEL 7: HOW TO MOVE BEYOND T HE NEOLIBERAL UNIVER SITY?
MEINDERT FLIKKEMA, ‘SHOULD UNIVERSITIES CONTRIBUTE TO A BE TTER
WORLD?’.
ABSTRACT
In response to critical reflections about their functioning Dutch universities claim to
strive for ongoing contributions to a better world. This sounds good, but basically it
should be considered as the ultimate expression of the neo-liberal university. I
consider it to be a follow-up measure to the previously imposed knowledgevalorization task, on top of education and research. Soon the academic staff will have
to provide public value in the two primary processes: research and education. ‘Lean
Science’, the adoption of Lean Management practices in universities, will not be far
away either. Although administrators expect a positive transition in Academia, the
opposite is true.
In this paper I argue for an alternative to the aim of making a contribution to a better
world. ‘Contributing to a better world’, who would disagree with such a noble aim? I
don’t, but the crucial question is how it should look like. With the help of examples I
will show that answering this question is rather complicated. A university that is
contributing to a better world is doing politics, which is undesirable.
Both insiders and outsiders agree that universities are, or should be, cathedrals of
civilization, literally and metaphorically. Humanity, which is essentially solidarity, is at
the core of Western civilization. My claim is that in our secular twenty-first century a
university should be a beacon of humanity: steadfast and humane. I conclude that
once universities really live up to this aspiration, the better world will be coming closer
as well.

BIO
Meindert Flikkema, PhD, is associate professor at the School of Business & Economics
of the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam. He obtained a MSc. degree in Econometrics from
the Rijksuniversiteit Groningen (1996) and a PhD in Business Administration from the
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam (2008). In 2016, he published the edited volume Sense of
Serving: Reconsidering the Role of Universities Now, in order to protest against
processes of alienation in the neo-liberal university. In the same year, he delivered a
keynote lecture entitled Magister Sum (‘I am a teacher’) at the Dutch National
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Education Festival, and in 2017 he presented the new manifesto Beacon of Humanity
at Tilburg University, about the desirable role of universities in contemporary society.
Currently, he teaches a master-class on The gentle art of helping ─ which focuses on
the idea of complexity in helping relationships ─ to master and post-master students.

HALLEH GHORASHI, ‘ENGAGED SCHOLARSHIP IN THE CONTEXT OF N EOLIBERAL DOMINANCE’.
ABSTRACT
Societies and academia are dominated by a neo-liberal approach that emphasizes
individual responsibility and excellence and ignores structural sources of exclusion and
inequality. Against this backdrop, there is a growing expectation for academia
worldwide to take responsibility – to act as “justice-maker” in an unjust society and
create space for the emancipation of unprivileged groups through education. In this
context of contradictory demands, it is timely to investigate the opportunities and
constraints of engaged scholarship. Engaged scholarship refers to transformative and
critical forms of academic work having the ambition and the capacity to enlarge the
sociological/societal imaginations of society and academia. As early as 1959, C. Wright
Mills argued for sociology to live up to its promise and moral imperative as a social
analysis that is directly relevant to urgent public issues and insistent human troubles.
Mills called on sociologists to use the sociological imagination to connect everyday
personal realities with larger social realities (Mills 2000: 15). However, the growing
focus on individual merit and excellence weakens academia’s capacity to create the
necessary solidarity and engagement against exclusionary practices inside and outside
the academy. In this presentation, I will discuss the importance of critically engaged
scholarship in the late modern era and its potential in creating conditions that can
decolonize the dominant neo-liberal mindset in academia and society.

BIO
Halleh Ghorashi is Full Professor of Diversity and Integration in the Department of
Sociology at the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, the Netherlands. Between 2005 and
2012 she held the prestigious position of PaVEM-chair in Management of Diversity
and Integration at the Department of Organization Science at the VU. Her research
focuses on issues such as diasporic positioning, cultural diversity, emancipation and
inclusion with a particular focus on the narratives of identity, (forced) migration and
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belonging in the context of growing culturalism. She is an elected Member of the
Royal Holland Society of Sciences and Humanities (KHMW), and serves as advisor to
various societal organizations. See also www.hallehghorashi.com.

HANS RADDER, ‘HOW TO MOVE FROM C OMMODIFIED TO PUBLIC INTEREST SCIENCE?’.
ABSTRACT
During the past decades, the commodification of science has been analyzed in detail
and thoroughly criticized. But what is the alternative? In this paper, I sketch an
alternative in terms of the public interest of science. Central notions are the degree of
inclusiveness of the people who may be affected by the relevant scientific
developments and the extent of the democratic support of these developments. I
illustrate this approach by means of two examples, with a focus on the human
sciences.
First, several authors locate the public interest of the human sciences in their
contribution to individual Bildung (in English, self-formation). Unfortunately, too often
they relapse into an untenable two-cultures dichotomy between the sciences and the
humanities. For this reason, I prefer the notion of ‘critical reflection’, which also
includes informed views and stances concerning science, technology, engineering and
mathematics, all of which have a significant impact on how we live our lives.
A second illustration concerns open-access publishing. In principle, this might be an
exemplary policy for realizing a public interest of academic work, and in fact this policy
is often advocated for precisely this reason. However, when it comes to assessing the
appropriateness of policies, principles alone are not enough. Our critical reflection
needs to include the different application contexts of the relevant principles. If we do
scrutinize these contexts, open access proves to have several questionable
consequences. My conclusion is that, for the human sciences and especially for
developing countries, the most probable consequence of open-access publishing is a
decrease in public interest.

BIO
Hans Radder is Professor Emeritus in Philosophy of Science and Technology at VU
University Amsterdam. Topics of his teaching and research include the normative and
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political significance of science and technology, the commercialization of science, and
the commodification, hierarchization and bureaucratization of the current
universities.
Relevant publications: The Commodification of Academic Research. Science and the
Modern University (2010, edited volume); ‘The Academic Manifesto: From an
occupied to a public university’, Minerva (2015, with Willem Halffman); and,
concerning the globalization of the neo-liberal university, the ‘International responses
to the Academic Manifesto: Reports from 14 countries’, Social Epistemology Review
and Reply Collective (2017, coedited with Willem Halffman). See also
http://fgw.vu.nl/nl/over-de-faculteit/medewerkers/medewerkers-q-s/prof-dr-hradder/index.aspx.

PANEL 8: ARTISTIC INTERVENTIONS
MARIKE HOEKSTRA, ‘ARTIST TEACHERS AN D DEMOCRATIC PEDAGOG Y’.
ABSTRACT
Combining artistic practice with teaching is not unusual for teachers in the visual arts.
A dual professional practice, which can be found throughout the field of art education
with art teachers in all levels of education, requires a negotiation of roles and
positions on a personal level and has impact on pedagogy. However, the binary
opposition of artist versus teacher fails to comprise the diversity of practices where
art making and teaching are combined. Not only does identification with artist or
teacher vary, so does the extent to which the two disciplines are fused, to the point
where it can be called a hybrid practice when the distinction between art and teaching
is no longer relevant. The democratic nature of contemporary visual art making
further problematizes a singular model of artist teacher practice. In order to do justice
to the personal strategies artist teachers employ in balancing their dual professional
roles, this thesis proposes a multifaceted concept of artist teacher practice.
Central in this doctoral research is the notion of a pedagogical thirdspace. A spatial
representation of social realities helps to create a critical understanding of human life.
A thirdspace is a place in the margins between reality and ideals (Soja, 1999). When
binary models of understanding are exchanged for real-life knowledge of the
pedagogical practice of artist teachers an ambiguous open space emerges, where
there is room for experiential learning, uncertainty, risk-taking, care, equality,
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inclusion, tacit experience, sensitivity, play, flexibility and conflict. The engaged
pedagogy (hooks, 1994) of artist teachers emancipates learners because of the fact
that the duality of the artist teacher invites learners to join in a democratic, living
model of artistic practice.

BIO
Marike Hoekstra is an artist-teacher-researcher. Her experience as an independent art
educator includes teaching, residencies, project organization, consultancy, lecturing
and research. She actively works as an artist in drawing and installation art. She
teaches at the Amsterdam University of the Arts.
Marike’s research focuses on artist in school projects and innovative art education.
She published on the role of the artist teacher in projects organized by Toeval Gezocht
and CBK Rotterdam (2009, 2010) and Altermodern Art Education, a research project
at the Amsterdam School of the Arts (2012). Currently Marike studies for the degree
of PhD at Chester University (expected 2018).

CHRISTA-MARIA LERM H AYES, ‘ARTISTS' UNIVERSIT Y PROJECTS: LEGACIES
OF JOSEPH BEUYS' FRE E INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY TODAY’.
ABSTRACT
When Joseph Beuys and a circle of friends applied to the EEC in 1974 to fund a Free
International University for Interdisciplinary Research, they briefly had the idea that
this could become a new, critical institution of brick and mortar. It has lasted and
spawned a by now considerable legacy, because it did not become that. Instead,
Beuys, who had been dismissed from his Professorship at the Dusseldorf Academy in
1973, took education into art's formats and spaces, especially documenta, 1977. I will
briefly trace that legacy in the cancelled Manifesta 6 in Cyprus, Ahmet Ogut's Silent
University and Muntadas' recent exhibition reflecting on the neoliberal university in de
Appel / UvA, Amsterdam. This artistic research exhibition and the one curated by Tom
Holert at BAK, Utrecht, are symptomatic for reflection on education, which is currently
happening in and through art formats also. Why is this so?
In the context of this conference, the aim of this paper is to propose that Beuys
functioned as a catalyst for instituting and experimenting with educational formats.
He did not invent them (he may have been inspired by Steiner and Freire, but was at
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times a rather authoritarian a teacher himself). Out of necessity, e.g. behind the Iron
Curtain in the 1970s and 80s, much education and art exhibiting was self-organised,
happened in living rooms and among circles of friends. The FIU implicitly showed itself
to be in solidarity with those who worked in this way, and provided them in turn with
a canonical example to point to for self-understanding and retrospective legitimacy.
The re-emergence and current prominence of these forms and that history
today clearly constitutes a worrying diagnosis of both the education that is
institutionally available and what is not – and of the role that critical art can play. I
will reflect on experimental institutionalism as an attitude to these complex interstitial
phenomena.

BIO
Christa-Maria Lerm Hayes is Professor of Modern and Contemporary Art History,
University of Amsterdam. Until 2014 she worked at the University of Ulster, Belfast,
leading a Research Graduate School there (2007-11).
Her books include: Brian O’Doherty/Patrick Ireland: Word, Image and Institutional
Critique (ed., Valiz 2017) Post-War Germany and ‘Objective Chance’: W.G. Sebald,
Joseph Beuys and Tacita Dean (Steidl 2011), Beuysian Legacies in Ireland and Beyond:
Art, Culture and Politics (ed. with Victoria Walters, LIT 2011), Joyce in Art (Lilliput
2004), and James Joyce als Inspirationsquelle für Joseph Beuys (Olms 2001). She has
curated exhibitions at: RHA, Goethe Institut, Dublin; Tolstoy Estate, Russia; MoA,
Seoul; GTG, Belfast; LCGA, Limerick; CCI, Paris; M HKA, Antwerp;
www.strijdinfinity.com.

ANA CRISTINA MENDES, ‘EPISTEMOLOGIES OF THE PERIPHERY: CRITI CAL
PEDAGOGIES AND THE REFUGEE “CRISIS” IN C ULTURAL STUDIES – THE
CASE OF JOHN AKOMFRAH’S VERTIGO SEA (2015)’
ABSTRACT
The title of this presentation borrows from Jose Medina’s The Epistemology of
Resistance (2013) and Boaventura de Sousa Santos’s Epistemologies of the South
(2014) to revisit consensual and accepted understandings of the practice and
pedagogy of cultural studies as being all about the periphery, about de-centring and
peripheralizing power, and as observing a first-order ethical dimension in its
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unremitting commitment to raising awareness about epistemic oppression. This
presentation will probe attempts to redress epistemic injustice (Fricker 2007; Medina
2013) through cultural studies curriculum development and implementation.
Specifically, it will consider how the afterlives of extremely asymmetrical power
relations, such as colonialism and slavery, impact on the representations of the
current refugee ‘crisis’ – and particularly on the present pedagogies of these
representations – and assess the limits of approaches of imaginative reconstruction
and resistance (and epistemic redress) in which some narratives of curriculum design
and development in cultural studies continue to invest. In this respect, this
presentation focuses on John Akomfrah’s three-screen video installation Vertigo
Sea of 2015 which evokes the refugee ‘crisis’. Akomfrah’s work reflects the violence of
the European colonial past through its re-enactment of the Zong massacre of 1781 (in
which more than a hundred slaves were thrown overboard in the Caribbean to claim
their insurance value as lost cargo) placing this alongside Herman Melville’s Moby
Dick. I will focus on the critical pedagogy involved in using Akomfrah’s installation,
actually inspired by a radio interview with a group of Nigerian migrants who had
survived an illegal crossing of the Mediterranean, as a tool for encouraging action
research and activist practices.

BIO
Ana Cristina Mendes is Assistant Professor of English Studies at the School of Arts and
Humanities, University of Lisbon. Her areas of specialization are cultural and
postcolonial studies, with an emphasis on the representations and reception of
alterity in the global cultural marketplace. Her latest publications include articles in
Continuum and Journal of Postcolonial Writing, and the co-edited volumes
Transnational Cinema at the Borders (Routledge, 2018) and New Directions in
Diaspora Studies: Cultural and Literary Approaches (Rowman and Littlefield, 2018).
She serves on the board of the Association of Cultural Studies and is a research
affiliate at the Amsterdam Centre for Globalisation Studies (ACGS). For a list of
publications, visit http://orcid.org/0000-0002-3596-0701.
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STRIJD ∞, ‘STRIJD ∞: A VISUAL CONTRIBUT ION TO THE CONTESTATION
OF THE NEO-LIBERAL UNIVERSITY’.
ABSTRACT
The Strijd ∞ curatorial team consists of a group of (former) students - Ezra Benus,
Christina Buta; Tamara Breugelmans; Sepp Eckenhaussen; Astrid Kerchman; Emily
Rhodes; Jeroen De Smalen; Frederike Sperling - and a professor from the Art History
Department - Prof. Dr. Christa-Maria Lerm Hayes - at the University of Amsterdam.
The group first met during the tense and uncertain time in which the protests began.
They came up with the idea to participate, propagate, and proliferate the ideology of
the protest by adding their voice through a curatorial practice. The vision of that first
meeting is seen through the showing of Strijd ∞ at numerous locations, previously at
the UvA's Maagdenhuis, Freie Universität Berlin, and the Van Abbemuseum in
Eindhoven. As an investigation it can be continued through space and time.

BIO STRIJD ∞
The Strijd ∞ curatorial team consists of a group of (former) students - Ezra Benus,
Christina Buta; Tamara Breugelmans; Sepp Eckenhaussen; Astrid Kerchman; Emily
Rhodes; Jeroen De Smalen; Frederike Sperling - and a professor from the Art History
Department - Prof. Dr. Christa-Maria Lerm Hayes - at the University of Amsterdam.
The group first met during the tense and uncertain time in which the protests began.
They came up with the idea to participate, propagate, and proliferate the ideology of
the protest by adding their voice through a curatorial practice. The vision of that first
meeting is seen through the showing of Strijd ∞ at numerous locations, previously at
the UvA's Maagdenhuis, Freie Universität Berlin, and the Van Abbemuseum in
Eindhoven. As an investigation it can be continued through space and time. For more
information, please visit our website: https://www.strijdinfinity.com/

BIO SPEAKER TAMARA BREUGELMANS
Tamara Breugelmans recently finished the research master Cultural Analysis at the
University of Amsterdam. She obtained her BA in Cultural Studies, also at the
University of Amsterdam, and participated in an exchange program with The New
School in New York. She currently works as a student-assistant at the International
Institute for Social History, in whose archive a selection of the Strijd ∞ project is
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stored. Furthermore, Tamara was one of the founding members Strijd ∞ three years
ago and has remained an active member of the project ever since.

BIO SPEAKER ASTRID KERCHMAN
Astrid Kerchman is currently a second year student of the research master Gender
Studies program at Utrecht University and right now an exchange student at the
Gender Studies department at Humboldt University, Berlin. She holds a BA in Cultural
Studies from the University of Amsterdam, and got involved in the student and staff
protests at the UvA from 2015. She is one of the founders of Strijd ∞ and from the
beginning she has been an active member of its curatorial team.

PANEL 9: THEORIZING ALTERNATIVES
SILVANA CAROTENUTO, ‘“MAKING OEUVRE”: THE HUMANITIES OF THE
FUTURE’.
ABSTRACT
Provoked by the sensitive theme chosen for the Fifth Annual ACGS Conference “Global
Critical Pedagogies”, I would like to propose to the discussion the deconstructive
advocating of the academic commitment to the production of ‘oeuvre’ – travail or
‘work’ – expressed by Jacques Derrida in L’université sans condition (2001). Coming to
integrate the philosopher’s consistent interest in the legacy of academic
responsibility, as testified in his Eyes of the University: Right of Philosophy (1990;
2004), this text is well aware of the political, economic and cultural crisis of
contemporary academia – due to questions of external interference, lack of
independence, fragility and vulnerability of the Institution. Still, Derrida maintains that
it is necessary and urgent today to keep faith in the university’s ‘absolute
unconditionality’: even if we all know that it is not unconditional, we must behave ‘as
if’ the academia were unconditional. The ‘as if’ of literature, fiction, narrative, is
foundational to such belief in that it centers the inspirational critical perspective that
Derrida offers in view of the invention of the ‘global Humanities of the future.’ Among
considerations of the massive technological asset of globality, according to the
French-Algerian philosopher, what is needed today is to deconstruct the dialectics
between theory and praxis. Along a revaluation of the ‘work’ (which historically comes
after the critique of the canonical ‘Work’ carried out by the semiology of the ‘Text’),
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and inspired by the practice of the ‘resident artist’ in North-American and British
universities, the new Humanities, or the ‘transformed Humanities’ of the future, must
allow the – affirmative and performative – production of singular ‘acts’, meant to offer
the just conditions for the ‘event’ to happen, to find its impact on reality, and to
operate breakthroughs that might instantiate new and unforeseeable knowledges.
My intent is to test the relevance of this ‘more-than-critical’, ‘deconstructive’
theoretical position within the western reflection on the invention of future academic
pedagogies, with the focus on my specific areas of teaching expertise, in literature,
writing, and art.

BIO
Silvana Carotenuto is Associate Professor at the University of Naples “L’Orientale”,
where she teaches Contemporary Literatures in English, Deconstruction and écriture
feminine. She directs the Centre for Postcolonial and Gender Studies, Unior, and codirects the Postgraduate Course “Feminisms in a Transnational Perspective”, IUC,
Dubrovnik, Croatia. She is a member of the ‘DerridaToday’ Conference. In July 2017,
she was invited to the International Symposium “Derrida and China: Toward a
Construction of the Global Humanities”, Ministry of Education, Jiao Tong University,
Shanghai, China. She participated to "Afrika N’Ko, Africa in the world, translation.
Disputing the sens of African Social realities”, Dakar, Senegal (Dec. 2015), and “Africa
Nko: Mots et la validation du Savoir”, Bamako, Mali (Nov. 2017), on invitation by
Program Point Sud, coordinated by Goethe University, Frankfurt Main, Germany.

HANS DEMEYER, ‘PEDAGOGIES OF MOVING SIDEWAYS’.
A simple analogy to start with: both capitalism and critical theory are modelled
according to a model of growth. Similar to capitalism’s accumulation of capital without
a particular purpose, theory and criticism have been invested in cultivating
consciousness as a good in itself without linking that growing capacity to any
circumscribed cause or purpose. Its spatial and temporal logic is one of beyond: an
emancipated world to be materialized in a nearby or distant future. Its dominant
reading method is diagnostic and paranoid (North 2017; Sedgwick 2003) and is
invested in knowledge as a form of exposure that is perceived as a necessary
condition for change. Although this method has been contested recently, it remains a
dominant way in which we teach our students to read.
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Instead of reading beyond and moving forwards, this paper wants to think about a
pedagogy of reading beside and moving sideways (Sedgwick 2003; Berlant 2011). This
involves a different spatial and temporal logic that is focused on lateral relations to
the text, one another and one’s environment here and now and that opens up a space
between the hegemonic and the revolutionary. The keywords then no longer belong
to a residual modernist narrative of progress, innovation and revolution, but become
care, patience, adjustment, messiness, awareness and improvisation. How can they be
implemented in the classroom, how present are they already and how can they
consciously be pushed further? To end with a more difficult analogy, based on the
work of ecological economist Herman Daly: what would it mean to create in the
classroom a steady-state economy that leaves behind (physical) growth of
consciousness and focuses on (qualitative) development in describing, observing,
making the world.

BIO
Hans Demeyer (1987) is Lecturer Dutch & Comparative Literature at University College
London and an editor of the Belgian literary journal nY. His PhD, Between Urge and
Restraint (2016, Ghent University), is a study of corporality and affect in Dutch fiction
of the 1960s. He co-edited Woekeringen en weigeringen (2018), a collection of essays
on neo-avant-garde writer Jacq Vogelaar, with Sven Vitse, with whom he is currently
preparing a book on contemporary fiction.

BLANDINE JORET, ‘THREE REPORTS ON MEDIA LITERACY: ANDRÉ BAZIN,
FERNAND DELIGNY, SER GE DANEY’.
ABSTRACT
In this paper, I address the evolution of film from an explicitly pedagogical angle by
examining, in dialogue and in succession, the views of André Bazin (1918-1958),
Fernand Deligny (1913-1996) and Serge Daney (1944-1992) on this topic. Respectively
involved in film criticism, experimental pedagogy and audiovisual critique, they share
a fragmented legacy in contemporary media studies. Bazin is usually associated with
film aesthetics; yet, as diverse and in-depth these studies often are, the role of
education in his criticism is scarcely addressed. Deligny’s work is mostly studied from a
socio-cultural and literary perspective, leaving aside a substantial portion of his
theories on film and the image, especially outside of France; and when it comes to
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Daney, translations of his texts emerge but slowly. Together, these understudied
aspects outline the basis of an image pedagogy capable of standing the time and tide
of the evolution of media: from the era of the image, to screen-based and beyond.
Whether they address rote-learning in classrooms, critique psychoanalysis and
semiotics, or tackle the influence of advertising slogans and radio tunes on ordinary
language, Bazin, Deligny and Daney’s pedagogies of the image are inscribed in an
explicitly post-literate era.
First, I interpret two texts by Bazin on pedagogy: a critique of educational systems in
France from 1941, and the second an account of cinema’s importance in popular
education from 1953. From his involvement in popular education in the forties
shoulder to shoulder with Deligny, I emphasize the latter’s pedagogical use of the
camera in his work with delinquent teenagers in the fifties as well as his therapies with
mute autistic children in the seventies. From this experience, Deligny will develop a
theory of an “autistic image” that refuses to speak: unable to communicate through
language, they used cameras and their gestures to connect meaningfully with the
outside world. Bazin’s image pedagogy, too, derives from an explicitly anti-semiotic
stance: to him, film is a “language of objects”, with a much more concrete and direct
vocabulary (objects in reality). Finally, I adopt Daney’s broader approach to
audiovisual pedagogy, especially his work on television, in order to guide this
discussion towards a more contemporary media context, in which questions of media
literacy are at least as pertinent as they were during the post-war era.

BIO
Blandine Joret teaches in the Media Studies department at the University of
Amsterdam, where she also finished her PhD (Amsterdam School for Cultural Analysis,
cum laude). Her first book, Studying Film with André Bazin, will appear in 2018 with
Amsterdam University Press. Her current research looks at the intersection of
immersion and pedagogy, with a specific emphasis on Virtual Reality and 3D cinema.
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THIJS WITTY, ‘THE ESSAY AS MEASURE: SUSPENDED MILLENNIALS IN THE
METRICAL SCHOOL’.
ABSTRACT
In this talk I want to discuss the efficacy of pedagogical essays in the neoliberal or
“metrical” school (Harris 2017). I will first argue that whenever Western millennial
students are assigned to write essays, they are uniquely exposed to the fundamental
contradictions of contemporary education. These contradictions are numerous and
relate in complex ways to capitalist valuation, but they become particularly acute and
concrete in the moment of measuring student aptitude: while essay assignments
nominally allow for subjective freedoms that are unburdened by the fixed methods
and objects that make up the majority of standard curricula, they are also highly
standardised by the institutional necessity for ongoing and quantifiable assessment.
Because of these (and many other) contradictions, I argue that the essay-asassignment exposes millennial students not only to the artificial imbrication of
education with school authority, but also to the sheer rhetoreticity of discourse. By
this I mean that the essay’s implied freedoms are mainly achieved on the rhetorical
level of composition and in ongoing negotiation with institutional power. Exposure to
this rhetoreticity may provide fertile soil for intellectual incipience and eventual
emancipation from the metrics of much contemporary schooling. My arguments and
propositions are mainly inspired by ideas of anti-institutional pedagogue Ivan Illich, as
well as Antonio Gramsci’s reflections on the emergence of organic intellectuals.

BIO
Thijs Witty is a PhD candidate at the Amsterdam School for Cultural Analysis,
University of Amsterdam. His thesis project is titled Essays and Measure:
Apprenticeships in Genre, which discusses various practices and concepts of essay
writing. He also teaches at the Amsterdam School for New Dance Development and
the Master in Artistic Research at the Royal Academy of Fine Arts in The Hague.
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PANEL 10: INCLUSIVE PEDAGOGIES
LAURA TRIVIÑO CABRER A & ASUNCIÓN BERNARDÉZ RODAL, ‘THE CASE
OF TER: FROM SPANISH YOUTUBER TO EDUCATION INFLUENCER FROM
THE CRITICAL -FEMINIST PEDAGOGY’.
ABSTRACT
In this study we are going to deal with how to teach from a critical-feminist pedagogy
using the Ter´s videos. Ter is one of the most popular YouTubers in Spain. Nowadays,
she is being a role model for many young girls. She is a young architect who declared
“I am fed up with not being a Youtuber”. Ter´s videos are a good example of how
teachers can incorporate the media / popular culture in the teaching / learning
process in the classroom. Ter is a YouTuber that explains news, fakes, gossip… using
knowledge of Art History. This YouTuber promotes the critical thinking and the
feminist perspective. It is a excellent educational resource to empower women and
young people. The main aim is to show how to become a YouTuber into an Education
Influencer.

BIO LAURA TRIVIÑO CABRERA
Professor at the Faculty of Education at the University of Malaga. PhD in Art History
(UNED). Director of the Research project titled “Multimodal Literacy and Cultural
Studies” and Educational Project titled “Audiovisual literacy and performance” at the
University of Malaga.

BIO ASUNCIÓN BERNÁRDEZ RODAL
Professor of communication and gender, mass media semiotics and information
theory in the School of Information Sciences at the University Complutense de
Madrid. Director of the Institute for Feminist Research. Expert on women in / and
media, as well as on gender violence and cinema.
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TIFFANY CONE, ‘THE WORLDING OF WORDS: DECOLONIZING KN OWLEDGE
AT AUW’.
ABSTRACT
Many scholars within higher education worldwide are challenging the long-standing
eurocentric nature of our curriculums. In 2016, Michael Singh and his colleagues
developed a theory of trans-cultural co-research specifically focusing on the
production of theoretic-linguistic knowledge that reflected cultural variation. In 2017,
Alison Phipps conducted a study titled Researching Multilingually, an international
project that examined translation and interpretation practices at different kinds of
borders in order to develop theory, ethical research practices and research
methodologies in relation to multilingual research. Taking inspiration from these
projects, this paper explores the possibilities of developing a trans-cultural model of
knowledge production at the Asian University for Women (AUW) in Chittagong,
Bangladesh. AUW is home to approximately 700 young women from 15 different
countries throughout Asia including Afghanistan, Syria, Pakistan, Palestine, Vietnam,
Myanmar, India, Nepal, Bangladesh and China. While English is the language of
instruction, most students at this university speak at least three languages each. In
such an environment, the potentials for drawing on linguistic knowledge in order to
re-shape and re-invigorate theoretical concepts is significant. For example, what
happens when we try to translate Bourdieu’s notion of ‘habitus’ into Persian? How
does this challenge, stretch or generate new understandings of this oft-cited
theoretical idea? This paper explores how one could work with students to develop
and challenge dominant social theories through an analysis and integration of
language equivalents for key theoretical concepts such as this. Through language, it
explores the possibility of generating more nuanced cross-cultural understandings of
experience and even perhaps new ontological understandings of the world itself.

BIO
Dr Tiffany Cone is an anthropologist with a PhD in Cultural Anthropology from the
Australian National University and a BA (Hons) in Cultural Anthropology from the
University of Otago in New Zealand. She is an Assistant Professor of Humanities at the
Asian University for Women in Chittagong, Bangladesh. She has experience
conducting ethnographic research and producing documentaries in East Asia, South
Asia and the Pacific. Her primary research interests lie in the field of psychological
anthropology and include cross-cultural conceptions of the self, practices of self61

cultivation and meaningmaking, and Buddhist, Daoist and Sufi philosophy and
practice.

DINA HADAD, ‘CRITICAL PEDAGOGIE S MOOT COURTS IN THE MIDDLE
EAST’.
ABSTRACT
This paper will be focused on the moot court competitions as a method of legal
education.
More schools in the Middle East are keen to embrace the direction in educational
philosophy that lies behind clinical education although with limited effect when
dealing with moot courts. This growing tendency springs out from the recognition
that no legal education would reach its perceived potentials without understanding
the empirical part of practice and the awareness of how legal systems in general
operates. This educational experience also provides students with a valuable insight
into different educational and legal practices and develop primarily their legal skills.
While this direction and pedagogy proved to be beneficial not only for students but
also for professional and universities, it offers naturally more engagement with the
Western university and Western knowledge. Moot courts indeed offer an excellent
example of the pedagogical interaction with the process of globalization. This paper
will look into the involvement of private universities in the Middle East with moot
court competitions by highlighting the pedagogy of this legal education and
international experience. It aims to analyse theoretical and empirical frameworks that
lay behind this educational experience within the context of neoliberal universities.

BIO
Dr Dina Hadad is an Assistant Professor in Kuwait International Law School. She has
been trained legally and linguistically at various institutions including: Central
European University & Columbia University, Chartered Institute of Arbitrators, UK &
University of Oxford, St Anne’s College and University of Montpellier, France. Her legal
experience is complemented by her doctorial research from University of Wales, UK
and other academic posts within the UK and the Middle East.
Dina Hadad has an extensive training and experience in clinical legal education,
embraces legal training and immensely enjoys group coaching. Since 2013 she has
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acted as a coach, arbitrator, and a judge in a number of moot court competitions
including Willem C. Vis International Commercial Arbitration Moot (2013-17) and the
Moot of Refugee Law in Europe (2016).

PANEL 11: WORLDING PEDAGOGIES
LAURA TRIVIÑO CABRERA & CARMEN VAQUE RO CAÑESTRO, ‘PEDAGOGY
OF EUTOPIA: FROM THE GLOBAL CAVE TO THE GLOCAL GATHERING
PLACES’.
ABSTRACT
Today’s youth, subsumed within an unprecedented media-dominated society, is
standing at a turning point that entails the management of a world ruled by digital
technologies, social media, consumerism and hedonism. This paper examines the
emerging virtual spaces used by young people in their socialisation. Subjected to the
dizzying rate imposed by consumerism, these spaces act as caves insofar as they
hinder the development of critical thinking. To this end, in order to reveal the nature
of these spaces, this paper draws parallels with the Platonic myth whilst extrapolating
its characteristics to other contemporary contexts, to other caves, proposing a specific
model for detection.
The theoretical review conducted here of the social, cultural, and educational keys
that articulate these caves, and the evaluation of their impact, includes the feminist
utopia as a paradigm for action and an alternative to tackle the social and educational
demands of today, such as social change, the return of humanism, audiovisual literacy,
and the feminist revolution.
In order to ensure that citizens are critical, active, and committed, the Pedagogy of
Eutopia is proposed, which incorporates a method that encompasses: the detection
and deconstruction of the global digital cave and the construction of
individualiberating productions that lead to the performative conquest of global
gathering places through artivism.

BIO LAURA TRIVIÑO CABRERA
Professor at the Faculty of Education at the University of Malaga. PhD in Art History
(UNED). Master’s degree in Education and Museums (University of Murcia), a Master’s
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degree in Methods and Advanced Research Technics in History, Geography and Art
(UNED), a Master’s degree in Gender, Identity and Citizenship (University of Cádiz),
and a Master’s degree in Hispanic Studies. First National Award for the Bachelor’s
Degree in Humanities, given by the Ministry of Education in Spain. Researcher at the
Feminist Research Institute at Complutense University of Madrid; at the University of
Paris and at Institute of Education at Universidade do Minho. Research project titled
“Multimodal Literacy and Cultural Studies” and Educational Project titled “Audiovisual
literacy and performance” at the University of Malaga.

BIO CARMEN VAQUERO CAÑESTRO
Professor at the Faculty of Education at the University of Málaga. PhD in Fine Arts
(University of Sevilla). Member of the Research Group HUM-337 Arte Plástico,
Secuencial, Experimental de Estampación y Nuevas Tecnologías. Teoría y Praxis
(University of Sevilla). Coordinator of the Area of Didactics of Art Education and
Coordinator of Practicum, Degree of Teacher in Primary Education (Malaga
University). Relevant research: “The art on the edge of the human” and “Artistic
Education and Imported Experience”. Arte, Individuo y Sociedad (Scientific Journal of
the Complutense University of Madrid).

MURRARY PRATT, ‘CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE AND THE GLOBAL:
OPTIONAL READING FOR THE CITIZENS OF NOWHERE’.
ABSTRACT
This paper considers approaches to texts and curricula informing the study of
contemporary literature in the context of global connectedness, but also global
uncertainties. Taking issue with the naturalness of forms of intellectual organization
such as the canon, curriculum or core text, it suggests that the decisions and choices
subtending these are increasingly revealed as working to support dominant
ideological positions, reinforce market logics or re-entrench inequalities in cultural
capitalism. While notions such as the cosmopolitan, subaltern or ‘post’ –be this human/-national/-colonial/-queer or other—enable other voices to be heard, in the
academy they too become subsumed within the same logics of ‘required reading’,
presupposing that normative or timeless perspectives are both possible and desirable.
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Instead, and reading against the grain Theresa May’s 2016 comment that to be a
citizen of the world is to be a citizen of nowhere, I argue that developing eclectic,
multitudinous and happenstance approaches to finding (or making) value and
meaning, in communities that (always, already) share both in local and global
trajectories, offers readers, students and researchers alternative ways to engage in
world-making through a co-creation with texts, and a distributed agency with the
textures they encounter together. As world citizens of nowhere, there is scope for
readers to work within and across contexts, paratexts and pretexts, in exploring and
explaining literary possibilities, whether these re-animate our inhabited or traversed
places, imagine our worlds differently, or observe the ways they communicate or
collide.
The contemporary world literature of nowhere, I conclude, can therefore be highly
contextual (with examples including cityscapes in detective fiction), cross cultures, or
imagine invented contexts (such as in China Mieville’s The City and the City). The
precedent of utopian fiction, and its interest in nowheres (Morris, Butler), and its
dystopian counterparts, encourages us to consider how imaginary worlds are also
always engaged with, dependent on, commentary about, contexts we can recognize.
Contemporary authors such as Neal Stephenson, David Mitchell, Ali Smith and Zadie
Smith combine these approaches in ways that reflect the uncertainties of the twentyfirst century global, and share an interest in animating nowheres and somewheres
where we can all be citizens, and/or interrogate citizenship, for the duration of our
reading.

BIO
Professor Murray Pratt is Dean of Amsterdam University College and Professor of
Contemporary Cultural and Literary Studies at the University of Amsterdam.

MICHAEL J. SHAPIRO, ‘URBAN PUNCTUATIONS : COUNTER RHYTHMIC
PEDAGOGIES IN DISPAR ATE LIFE-WORLDS’.
ABSTRACT
The focus of this paper is on urban interventions that reveal (and at times disrupt) the
rhythms of the urban life world and on their pedagogical implications for re-valuing
interpersonal association in diverse global locations. Among the interventions
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analyzed are those by the artist Krzysztof Wodiczko who invented “critical vehicles,”
technological prostheses worn by immigrants (people from the “Third World” trying to
function in the “First World”) to re-punctuate the network of interactions in public
space in a wide variety or urban locations (between 1993 and 1997), by circuses, for
example Circus Amok, an assemblage that usually operates in the street, making what
one analyst refers to as an “’inappropriate’ use of preordained urban zone.” Like other
interventionist artistic performances they eat away at the rigid urban grid to introduce
a ludic city in which urban space is reoriented in a conjunction of laughter and serious
reflection, and by Cuban filmmaker Fernando Perez’s documentary Suite Habana
(2003), which provides a close-up of the post revolution Cuban life world that
challenges the anti communist pedagogies perpetuated in the discipline of political
science’s dominant cold-war inspired geostrategic discourses.

BIO
Michael J. Shapiro is a Professor of Political Science at the University of Hawaii at
Manoa. Among his recent publications are War Crimes. Atrocity, and Justice (Polity,
2015) and Politics and Time: Documenting the Event (Polity, 2016), and The Political
Sublime (Duke University Press in 2018).

DANIELA VICHERAT MAT TAR, ‘TEACHING CITIZENSH IP: SANDING IN A
CHANGING WORLD’.
ABSTRACT
In recent debates the Dutch minister of education and other public figures have
spoken about the need to strengthen citizenship education in the high-school
curriculum. In addition, the expanding model of University Colleges is always
promoting, in one way or another, forms of citizenship education in their respective
programmes. Citizenship is a buzzing idea that contains the promise of “solving”
existing social contradictions, from those derived by the changing nature of the nation
states to those derived from the Anthropocene. Yet, as a concrete experience, its
character is always fragmentary, never fully able to attain what in theory the concept
of citizenship entails.
In teaching a course titled “Paradoxes of Citizenship” at Leiden University College in
The Hague, I’ve realised the most productive approach to understand citizenship
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today, as well as to imagine the transformations of citizenship we need given
contemporary challenges, is performative. In the course I invite students to position
themselves as citizens, exploring the many dimensions this implies, from gender to
the environment and back. The course’s main goal is to help students understand why
citizenship functions as a mechanism of inclusion and exclusion at the same time.
Ultimately, the goal is to create in the classroom a space where to acknowledge and
discuss the implications of our own positions as citizens, in order to engage with the
global and local needs of contemporary societies. In this paper I’d like to discuss how a
critical and performative approach to citizenship education can serve not only to
inform students about its dual character (inclusion & exclusion), but most importantly
to create a reflexive space about how privilege, a citizenship that is taken for granted
by those who possess it, it is also gradually, but firmly, fading away as political
experience and as an idea worth defending.

BIO
Daniela Vicherat Mattar has been trained academically and professionally as a
sociologist in Chile, the UK and Italy. She works at LUC The Hague since 2010, where
she convenes the Human Diversity major. Her interests are in the uses of theory for
understanding everyday life and how large socio- political processes, such as
democratization or migration, affect and shape public spaces in contemporary cities in
Europe and Latin America. Her research focuses on the processes of border-making,
the politics of belonging and representation, and how they adopt material
manifestations in the urban landscape, street art and material structures that shape
our cities.

PANEL 12: PLAYFUL FAILURES
AHMET ATAY, ‘FAILURE AS AN OPPORTUNITY: AUTOETHNOGR APHY OF
PEDAGOGIES OF FAILURE’.
ABSTRACT
When she articulates the notion of failure, Allison Carr (2013) writes “I’m talking about
the myriad ways failure sticks to people and marks them as failure, metonymically
remade in the image of their shortcomings.” In the educational context, for example,
when a student receives failing grades, that student is often seen as being “held back”
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or “left behind” (Carr, 2013). Hence, failure becomes a defining characteristic of one’s
educational identity. Failure as a concept is often reserved for or articulated in
relation to students’ performance and treated as a negative state of being, which
implies that passing or success is always a positive thing despite the fact that learning
can also happen through the act of failure. Halberstam (2011) sees failure as an
opportunity because it permits learners “to take a detour [and] to lose our way” (p.
121). Scholars such as Hay (2016) and Halberstam (2011) perceive failure as an
opportunity that will allow educators to focus on the process (learning) rather than
the product (grades). From this perspective, failure is seen as a way of knowing. Most
of the discourse on failure in educational settings focuses on the learner and not the
educator. The heavy emphasis on the idea that educators should not fail, by holding
them responsible for students’ failures or their own failures, suggests that our
educational system values product versus process and allows minimal room for
educators to take risks and fail. This paper aims to focus on failure as a process and a
way of knowing.
The goal of this paper is to discuss the notion of failure as an approach and a
pedagogy. I will interrogate the concept of failure, particularly in the context of
education. Moreover, I will theorize the idea of “pedagogy of failure” as a perspective
to call attention to different ways of knowing. I will use autoethnographic accounts to
highlight real-life situations to discuss the ways in which failure as an act or a state of
being can function as an intellectual or identity location/space to know and learn.

BIO
Ahmet Atay (Ph.D. Southern Illinois University- Carbondale) is Associate Professor of
Communication and the Chair of WGSS at the College of Wooster. His research
revolves around cultural studies, media studies, and critical intercultural
communication. In particular, he focuses on diasporic experiences and cultural
identity formations of diasporic individuals; political and social complexities of city life,
such as immigrant and queer experiences; the usage of new media technologies in
different settings; and the notion of home. He is the author of Globalization’s Impact
on Identity Formation: Queer Diasporic Males in Cyberspace (2015) and the co-editor
of 4 books, The Discourse of Disability in Communication Education: Narrative-Based
Research for Social Change (2016) (with Mary Z. Ashlock), The Discourse of Special
Populations: Critical Intercultural Communication Pedagogy and Practice (2017) (with
Diana Trebing), Communication, Culture and Making Meaning in the City:
Ethnographic Engagements in Urban Environments (2017) (with Jay Brower) and
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Critical Intercultural Communication Pedagogy (2018) (with Satoshi Toyosaki). His
scholarship appeared in number of journals and edited books.

GARY LEVY, ‘DISCOVERING THE “WRONG”, ALLOWING THE “RIGHT”’.
ABSTRACT
F.M. Alexander was an Australian actor (b.1869). A rigorous process of critical selfinquiry ultimately led to the resolution of his vocal problems in the early stages of his
career. For the remainder of his long life (d.1955) Alexander taught the art of noninterference to pupils from all walks of life. His role was to alert pupils to the ways in
which their psychophysical habits impeded reliable and healthy functioning (of any
kind, not only vocal). The primary strategy used by Alexander assisted the pupil to
interrupt their habitual mode of doing. The consequence of this stopping creates what
Huxley (1953) referred as a “lucid interval” between stimulus and response. The
pupil’s primary task within this interval is to let go of needing to know, or having to
grasp, the better to then allow the ‘right thing to do itself’. Pedagogically, the pupil
comes increasingly to trust in the value of discovering where they have ‘gone wrong’,
“which is all we shall ever know in this world” (Alexander, 1989). The discovery of ‘the
wrong’ is supported by the teacher, so that the pupil does not lapse into selfrecrimination, but rather seizes the opportunity to inhabit, embrace, and expand
more of the unknown possibilities within themselves, and into the world around them.

BIO
Gary has been a qualified and practicing teacher of the Alexander Technique since
1992. He is also a qualified and experienced primary school teacher (2004), with a
PhD in Education (2012). Alongside his private practice, Gary undertakes teaching and
research work at Deakin University (Melbourne, Australia) in the areas of curriculum,
pedagogy, and the sociologies and philosophies of education. He draws on a number
of critical discourses to frame his thinking. He has been compelled, for many years, by
John Dewey’s claim that Alexander’s work ‘bears the same relationship to education,
that education itself bears to all other human activities’.
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FLORIAN SCHNEIDER, ‘GAMIC LEARNING IN EAST ASIAN STUDIES:
HACKING OUR FEAR OF FAILURE IN NEO -LIBERAL HIGHER EDUCATION’.
ABSTRACT
In our current audit culture, higher education is rapidly moving in a direction that
confuses learning with testing. University programmes are forced to conceive their
pedagogical efforts in terms of testable moments that can be measured and assessed
in matrices and test plans, prompting ever more measurable assessments. This
industrial-era approach to learning has led to a culture of standardized testing, which
has in turn fused seamlessly with wider neoliberal pressures across society that
demand we perform efficiently to succeed in the face of harsh competition. Any kind
of failure is anathema to this view of the human experience. But how might educators
subvert this mechanistic, neoliberal word view that now informs so much of
contemporary higher education? This paper examines how a ‘gamified’ classroom can
achieve such an end. It explores how educators might integrate elements from
videogames, tabletop games, and pen-and-paper rollplaying games into their course
design and teaching to motivate learners, overcome fears of failing, and cater to the
diverse abilities and learning preferences of participants. The paper briefly discusses
how neoliberal universities get the complexities of education wrong, and it then
reviews arguments for a creative, playful approach to learning that emphasises
autonomy and humanism. It then presents experiences from a gamified course in
Asian Studies at Leiden University to explain how such an approach works in practice.
Finally, the paper discusses under what circumstances a gamified approach can unfold
its true potential and what challenges educators face as they introduce such learning
practices. The paper closes with the normative argument that educators should
consciously re-appropriating and hack the often invisible neo-liberal techniques of
self-disciple, unmasking them for what they are, and empowering learners to improve
their mindfulness, not only of their own learning, but also of the insidious pressures
that modernist societies thrust at them in everyday life.

BIO
Florian Schneider, PhD, Sheffield University, is University Lecturer in the Politics of
Modern China at the Leiden University Institute for Area Studies. He is managing
editor of the academic journal Asiascape: Digital Asia and the author of Visual Political
Communication in Popular Chinese Television Series (Brill 2012) and China’s Digital
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Nationalism (Oxford University Press, in print). In 2017, he was awarded the Leiden
University Teaching Award for his efforts to facilitate participatory learning.

PANEL 13: AESTHETICS OF LEARNING
JOLANTA DRZEWIECKA, ‘RETURNING TO THE PAST: MEMORY PROJECTS
AS PEDAGOGICAL TOOLS’.
ABSTRACT
“Jews! Fellow countrymen! People! Peeeeople! (…) We want 3 million Jews to return
to Poland to live with us again! We need you! We are asking you to return,” a Pole
exhorts an empty dilapidated stadium in Warsaw in “Nightmares,” a 2007 film by a
transnational artist Yael Bartana and Slawomir Sierakowski. 3 million Jewish/Poles,
90% of the country’s Jewish population, perished in Shoa during WWII. Most of those
who survived left or were pushed out in anti-Semitic cleansings. During the state
socialist period, Polish historiography entrenched itself within an apologetic and
defensive claims. Following the break up of the regime, multiple cultural memory
projects emerged. Only a few addressed questions of anti-Semitism and violence, such
as the burning of a barn to commemorate the massacre of Jewish Poles by gentile
Poles. Polish historiography took a radical turn documenting cases of violence against
Jewish/Poles by gentile Poles before, during and after WWII. Now, the current new
law makes it a crime to accuse the Polish nation or the state of crimes against Jews. In
this context, it is fitting to query the pedagogical potential of artistic projects? How far
reaching are they as resources for learning about the past and confronting and healing
from the trauma of racial violence outside of the classroom (Owen & Ehrenhaus,
2010; La Capra, 2001; Simon et al., 2000)? Who can learn and what “within
engagements with the traces of traumatic memory” (Simon et al, p. 2, 2000)? To
address these questions the paper confronts Bartana’s “Polish trilogy” with the Oscar
winning 2013 Polish film, “Ida” and other more fleeting performative projects. The
analysis addresses how such projects engage with questions of the past, violence,
guilt, and trauma and how they can be brought to a pedagogical tension with the
teaching of history.
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Dr. Jolanta Drzewiecka is Assistant Professor of Intercultural Communication at the
Università della Svizzera italiana. Before moving to Switzerland, she was associate
professor at Washington State University. Her work focuses on discourses of
immigration, nationalism and memory. She is particularly interested in how forms of
knowledge are discursively enabled and/or disabled and present uses of
reconstructions of the past. She engages psychoanalytic discourse analysis methods.
She has published in Communication Theory, Communication, Critical/Cultural Studies
and Critical Studies in Media Communication among other journals and is co-editor of
“Global Dialectics in Intercultural Communication; Case Studies” (2017).

AMY SOJOT, ‘SENSATIONS AND THE THINGNESS OF PEDAGOGY’.
ABSTRACT
The field of education and its practices are not inert; instead, its materials—from the
physical structures to the driving ideologies—have the capacity to affect and to be
affected. The contemporary field of education’s thingness (Bennett, 2010) presents its
own pedagogy that narrows articulations of education’s purpose through the
reinforcement of the cognitive-somatic binary. The cognitive, prioritized over the
somatic as a valid marker of knowledge, influences epistemology’s value within the
field of education, illuminating political and ethical concerns in the production of
knowledge (St. Pierre, 2013). Using postfoundational inquiry (Tavares, 2016) informed
by affective-new materialist perspectives, I present that pedagogical sensations resist
this uncritical contraction. Aesthetic experiences with everyday objects (Rautio, 2009)
and anomalous spaces provoke “pivots” (Ellsworth, 2005) that disrupt institutional
assumptions and complicate perceptions of learners and appropriate epistemologies.
This paper exhumes a particular thingness in educational assumptions by comparing
the “thing-power” of STEM guidelines to slime, a squishy, oozy substance popular
among youth. Approaching STEM guidelines from new materialism—particularly
Deweyian approaches that consider the “pedagogico-aesthetic” (Gregg & Seigworth,
2010, p. 9)—dismisses one-way subject-object relationality. Engaging with slime
addresses the assumptions made about pedagogical sensations and appropriate
objects of inquiry.
Paying attention to the materiality and sensations of these objects enriches
educational conceptualizations. Carefully observing sensation during an ambiguous
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encounter with a thing attends to affective relationality (Watkins, 2010). These
interactions hold pedagogical significance for they highlight self-object-placesensation inter-relationality/inter-affectivity and the importance of creating one’s own
knowledge, as opposed to knowledge previously determined necessary to know
(Ellsworth, 2005). Re-imbuing somatic awareness in learning bodies challenges
perceptions of legitimate educational data while also blurring boundaries of the
thinking/sensing/moving/learning body to suggest the vitality present in educational
approaches defined by plentitude rather than limitations.

BIO
Amy Sojot is a PhD student in Educational Foundations at the University of Hawai‘i at
Mānoa. Her research looks at the intersections of aesthetics, politics, philosophy, and
education theory. Her present focus explores sensations of learning selves as a means
to examine contemporary educational assumptions and how embodied pedagogies
can provoke consideration of other ways of approaching education.

ELISA DE SOUZA MARTINEZ, ‘THE CRITICAL PEDAG OGY OF THE
ETHNOGRAPHIC IMAGE’.
ABSTRACT
Textbooks, as well as texts for the presentation of exhibitions in museums and
galleries, are written to promote the understanding of all readers. To understand its
broader meaning, one must recognize that content and form are inseparable (F. de
Saussure). How is it possible to avoid, in didactic writing, the perpetuation of
stereotypes? How to identify marks of prejudice in the writing and formatting of
textbooks in museums and in schools? When didactic writing is accompanied by
images, the reiteration of stereotypes seems more evident, as occurs in advertising
texts. However, the form of the written text and its marks of enunciation (A. J.
Greimas) express values of its enunciator. The choice of an adjective to describe an
artifact or the framing of the photograph of an indigenous ritual can construct a
condescending, superior view that the author shares with his recipients. In this case,
the portrayed is just an exotic object. Judgment on the quality of artistic objects
produced in isolated cultural contexts seems to challenge, increasingly, the discursive
paradigms we share. On the one hand, the didactic text can be seen as a translation
and seems to be a possible way to approach the recipient of a system of values that
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he does not know. The relations between image, anthropology and colonialism
compose a field of study of the ethnographic image in the teaching of the history of
art. In South America, whose colonial past is recent, art history and museum
collections are separated from museums of ethnology or natural history. How to
elaborate a trans geographic perspective for the study of the history of art outside the
institutions of "fine arts" (D. Ribeiro) as a counterpart to the anachronistic approach
(G. Didi-Huberman) that has gradually become current?
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Art historian and semiotician. Associate Professor at the University of Brasilia, Brazil.
Doctor in Communication and Semiotics (PUC-São Paulo, Brazil) and Master in Fine
Arts (Pratt Institute, New York, USA). Researcher at the National Council for Scientific
and Technological Development (CNPq, Brazil). Postdoctoral research Works of art in
the context of curatorial narratives: Eccentric strategies of Signification, Amsterdam
School for Cultural Analysis (ASCA), Universiteit van Amsterdam, The Netherlands,
with the collaboration of Mieke Bal (2011-2012). For this project, she received a grant
for Visiting Scholars, Brazilian Ministry of Education. Member of the Council for
Museological Heritage, Brazilian Ministry of Culture.

MARCO DE WAARD. ‘STAGING, DOUBLING, FRAYING: FOR A
THEATROCRATIC PEDAGO GY’.
ABSTRACT
This paper starts from the presupposition that the educational scene, like theatre, is
akin to politics insofar as it involves the coming together of people in a common
space. Working in a ‘theatrocratic’ paradigm that leaves the boundaries between
these domains strategically blurred, the paper explores ways in which the politicity of
education might be affirmed in practice.
In The Laws, Plato, coining the term, condemned theatrokratia as a dangerous
‘sovereignty of the audience’ – aristocracy’s ‘evil’ other. In recent critical theory, the
notion has been recovered to revitalize ideals of radical equality, grounded in an
agonistic understanding of the groundlessness and contingency of any order,
community, or regime (Sam Weber 2004; Peter Hallward 2006). Drawing on this work,
and extending it an educational direction by applying it to Peter Watkins’s historical
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film La Commune (Paris, 1871), the paper delineates a ‘theatrocratic’ perspective on
the scene of education that is marked by three interrelated principles: ‘staging,’
‘doubling,’ and ‘fraying.’ It will be seen that these principles recast the scene of
education as a site where political subjectivity may be constructed, where resistance
to impositional subjectivities and identities may be expressed and put to critical use,
and where the historical moment may be inhabited in a language that exchanges the
lures of narrative mastery for a relational and dialogic expression of self. Peter
Watkins’s work with actors/participants, it will be argued, provides the model of a
critical pedagogy that keeps the idea of community open in a way that is both radically
egalitarian and firmly post-national. It has the capacity to make publics identify, not so
much with a putative ‘ground’ of community, as with the very processes of debate
and political/historical contestation through which a community perpetually
(re)constitutes itself.

BIO
Marco de Waard is Senior Lecturer in English and Comparative Literature at
Amsterdam University College, where he has taught since 2009. His research, which is
affiliated with ASCA, considers ‘imaginaries of publicness’ at historical junctures
ranging from nineteenth-century liberalism to political art cinema in twentiethcentury Britain. Recent publications include: “Art and Aisthesis in Derek Jarman’s
Caravaggio,” in The Mediatization of the Artist, edited by R. Esner and S. Kisters
(Palgrave Macmillan, 2018). He is a committed liberal arts educator who has given
talks and papers about humanistic education in the Netherlands, Germany, and Japan.

PANEL 14: IMPERFECT PEDAGOGIES
ELLEN RUTTEN, ‘PEDAGOGIES OF IMPERFECTION’.
ABSTRACT
In February 2016, my university faculty’s student centre hosted an evening for ‘The
imperfect student.’ ‘Every person has … its weaknesses,’ the announcement read.
‘Which unsuspected powers do these imperfections sometimes yield?’
The ‘imperfect student’ announcement is no isolated case. In this age of rankings and
ratings, we witness a rich anti-perfectionist pedagogic counterdiscourse. Teaching
experts find in a ‘pedagogy of imperfection’ a sorely-needed ‘humanness’ in education
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(Bali 2017). Philosophers promote ‘moral imperatives’ for ‘research in an imperfect
world,’ ‘in which the ideal of well-ordered science does not hold’(Kitcher 2001).
Critical university studies plea for ‘slow’ research which ‘risk[s] being less than
perfect’(Berg/Seeber 2017). And social work specialists believe that ‘embracing
imperfection’ matters hard now that ‘[w]e have more access to information, more
books, and more good science’ (Brown 2010).
This paper examines the rhetoric that shapes the pedagogical preoccupation with
imperfection. Are pedagogies of imperfection new, or do they parallel historical
moves away from ‘a perfection that wasn’t there’ in the sciences (Daston/Galison
2010)? Why do they flourish today? Which promises do pedagogic practitioners
project onto the imperfect? And how does their rhetoric relate to the logic of
imperfection that currently thrives in other social domains – from marketing to
arts/design?

BIO
Ellen Rutten is professor of Russian and Slavic Studies at the University of Amsterdam
and editor-in-chief of the journal Russian Literature. She is project leader of the
Amsterdam-based research project Sublime Imperfections (2015-2020) – a
crossdisciplinary exploration of practices in which the imperfect is framed as benefit
rather than bother. Rutten’s book publications include Sincerity after Communism: A
Cultural History (Yale University Press, 2017) and Memory, Conflict and New Media:
Web Wars in Post-Socialist States (ed., with Julie Fedor and Vera Zvereva; Routledge,
2013).

ANNEFLEUR SCHEP, ‘UNOFFICIAL RESEARCH: A HANDS-ON SESSION’.
ABSTRACT
The IOOTCP (the Institute of Unofficial Research on Polish Language and Culture) was
established in 2013 to investigate and present unofficial knowledge on the language
and culture of Poland. Its ambassadors host public information events where they
explore the hypothesis that everything is Polish until proven otherwise.
In times of fake news, finding true knowledge through solid research methods has
become an essential survival strategy. All the more reason for IOOCTP to take on the
responsibility of opening up its practice and share its ways of finding definite answers
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to the world's Polishness. Our ambassador will explore, together with you, her
‘Googling the unlikely’ approach and eight other research methods which you are free
to use any time, as much as you like.
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Annefleur Schep is a non-prize winning theatre maker based in Amsterdam. She
studied both Theatre Studies at the University of Amsterdam and Theatre Peforming
at the Amsterdamse Toneelschool- en Kleinkunstacademie. Since her graduation in
2009 she has been performing in plays made by others and by herself. Since 2013 she
commits herself to her work as an ambassador at IOOTCP.

SALLY WYATT, ‘SUCCESS AND FAILURE: APPLYING THE PRINCIPLE OF
SYMMETRY TO PEDAGOGI CAL PRACTICE’.
ABSTRACT
The principle of symmetry (Bloor, 1976) is foundational for the field of Science and
Technology Studies (STS). It means that knowledge claims accepted as true and those
regarded as false are both amenable to sociological explanations, and must be given in
the same terms. For example, belief in the earth’s rotation around the sun and belief
in the existence of unidentified flying objects must both be explained by reference to
the ability of different groups to marshal political, economic and religious resources to
support their claims. ‘Nature’ must not be used to justify one claim rather than
another: ‘nature’ is always the result of something being accepted as true, not the
cause. Asymmetrical explanations are also often deployed for technologies, often for
political or economic purposes: successes are the result of their inherent technical
superiority whereas failures are the result of inadequate government support.
Symmetrical explanations must also be found for technologies.
In this paper, I will explain the STS debates about the principle of symmetry more fully
than there is space for in this abstract, and explore what this principle means for the
development of more critical pedagogies. In STS itself and in other fields increasingly
concerned with the role of science and technology, such as media and cultural
studies, understanding and applying the principle of symmetry helps students to
challenge notions of technological progress and inevitability. For example, current
political debates about privacy and fake news would be enriched if we all understood
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why what we now call the internet has succeeded really quite spectacularly when
other attempts to connect computers across distance have faded from historical
memory.
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